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THE CHRISTMAS LIGHT.
O'er far Judea's hillsides bleak and
wild

They sought the new-born Child,
And followed where the Star of Bethlehem led,
Unto His manger bed.
What time the winter winds were sadly
sighing,
And peace on earth was dying.

2
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Written for the Review.

THE CHRISTMAS EVE VISION
OF THE GERMAN PROFESSOR.
BY SUSAN L. EMERY.

Come, grandfather ! It is eleven
"
o'clock. Grandpa ! Grandpa !"
Yes, Max, yes.
"
child?"

What is

it, my

"Why, grandpa ! Surely'you have

when the midnight plains were not forgotten. It is Christmas Eve
dark and dim
and we are all going to midnight
The watchers sought for Him,
Mass together. You promised !"
And when the air was keen and still

Lo!

The gray-haired professor lifted
and cold
dreary
wold,
the
They crossed
his ponderous, intellectual head from
To find at last the Christ-Child safely its bent position, and thrust back
sleeping,
the spectacles from his intent and
While Mary watch was keeping.
It was a star that led them where He
lay,
Amid the kine and hay;
It was a light that flashed from out the
dark
A God-sent guiding sparkThat bade them search for Him, the
royal Stranger,
Within a distant manger.
?

earnest

eyes.

Christmas Eve ? I promised ?"
Well, you know best,
queried.
he
But
boy.
I had, for the moment,
my
for I had just found a
it;
forgotten

"

"

germ."
"Bother germs !" cried Max irreverently. Whereat the professor
shook his head.
Ah! tell me not that Star shines not toexists entire in leasts,' "
night,
" 'Nature
he quoted. " I was solving the
And sheds its holy light
Throughout the earth, Lo! on this problem of the worlds, when you
Christmas Kve
called me. But a promise is a
If thy sad heart would grieve,
promise, and Christmas Eve is
It gleams above the sanctuary railing,
Christmas Eve. Tis to Mass and
Its tranquil light ne'er failing.
Holy Communion that we all go toa.nd He, the self-same Christ that woke
surely, and glad am I to go
gether,
the earth
blessed night, my child.
Him
on
this
gave
birth,
When Mary
Reposes near for those who seek for Twas but for the moment I had forHim
gotten'it, may God forgive me !"
At morn or evening dim.
The snow crackled under his feet
And yet how few a Christmas watch are
as they plodded on to the cathedral,
keeping
Where He lies, never sleeping!
he and his faithful old wife, with
The Sentinel.
their sons and daughters and grand?
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children beside them. The moon
and stars shone brightly down upon
them, the same moon and stars that
had looked on Bethlehem almost two
thousand years ago. The professor
had always loved the Wise Men. Of
all characters in the Bible, except
the Holy Family itself, they were
the ones he cared for most. And
now he found himself wondering his

old wonder, whether they, too, in
their Chaldean or Arabian or Ethiopian homes, had sought for germs
like him ; had yearned to solve the
riddle of the universe; had burned
the midnight oil, searching for that

faint, frail, final clue that should
lead safely through the labyrinth of
creation to the fixed, definite plan on
the- one hand, and to the ultimate
goal on the other.
Nobody disturbed his thoughts.
For his wife, and for every one else,
it was enough that the dear, simplehearted, profoundly wise, famous
old m-vn was with them, going to
Mass on Christmas Eve in tbe
ancient cathedral, which had been
the cradle and soul's home of all
of them, and of their forebears, too,
for as many centuries as itself had
stood.
It rose, ta'l and majestic and very
spiritual in the moonlight, this German cathedral of the Most Holy
Trinity, a mirvel in architectural
o
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story. Yet the professor did not faith did not need sight as his did,

?

heed it, though even his smallest
grandchild stood awed before its
heavenly loveliness in that moonlit,
midnight hour. Quiet crowds were
hastening onward towards it; kindly
voices said low to one another the
Christmas greeting ; Max stole gently to his grandfather at last, and
pressed his hand.
"'Tis fifteen minutes of midnight, grandfather," he said. " Soon
the bells will ring."
Even as he spoke, the first chimes
pealed out softly on the listening
air. Acleste, Fideles! The old
man started, and a sweet smile illumined the face wrinkled with
many a long, long vigil over microscope and learned tome.
"Ah, yes, let us hasten indeed,
my child," he exclaimed loyally.
For, at all events, the good God

"

our good Lord's poor dear at.
"Thomas!"
as his proud but pitying
Vf *Axu*ii ~{*sss&
helpmate was wont to call him.
out
his
beads.
The professor took
This famous scientist, this worldrenowned scholar, steeped in the
lore of ages, and familiar with ten
languages besides his own, never
could accustom himself to use a
book with God. The well-worn big
rosary, that had been his mother's,
was always about him somewhere,
and in church it was always in his
fingers, though very quickly he forgot to use it, and his mind was far
away in space, with the Infinite,
tm
the Eternal, the all-wise God.
" Show me, ?" how often he had
prayed it!? "show me, Thyself, the
why and the bow of creation, it*i
end and aim, the reason, the final
cause of things ! "
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white and gold came in, and the its central sun and the attendant
midnight solemn High Mass began. stars. He saw constellations for
Up pealed the Gloria in 7-Jxcelsis, which astronomy has no name, and
the Credo, the Adeste, the tianctus ; of which astronomers have no idea.
then followed a deep, deep silence, Yet he rose above them higher still.
and then sounded the solemn altar- And presently it seemed to him that
bell. Upon the altar, Jesus Christ he stood at the center of the uniwas born ! The priest lifted the verse ; and lo ! the center of the
Sicred Host on high, placed It once universe was the throne of the most
more upon the corporal, and genu- High God. Someone was seated
flected slowly. And then the pro- there, upon Whom he dared not
fessor saw neither priest, nor people, look. A great fear was upon him,
nor altar ; but he saw the answer to and yet an overwhelming joy. And
his prayers and longings of many he heard a voice say, with infinite
clearness, words familiar to him
years.
Nature exists entire in leasts,' from childhood, but never comprehe quoted, only so short a time hended fully until now :?
previously. Was, then, all nature
Who among men is he that can
suddenly compressed within that know the counsel of God? or who
can think what the will of God is ?
cathedral, within that sanctuary,
how
?
For
all
the
And who shall know Thy thought,
ages
where and
gatherhim
to
be
there,
seemed to
except Thou give wisdom, and send
as
slowly,
surely,
though
ing
softly,
Thy Holy Spirit from above For
before
them.
lay
an endless leisure
the Spirit of the Lord hath tilled
at
came
nor
bidding
they,
Not
his
the whole world."
at thatof any man, however learned;
Then was the riddle of the unifor all men, and himself the most of verse solved to him; and lo !it was
all men, seemed to the professor as no riddle. It was the old, plain,
though they were but fools before clear revelation, made from the very
the face of the Lord. And he first to man. Not one of the soseemed to himself to be seeing every- called discoveries of men was missthing as the Lord sees it; and, in ing in theinterminable and orderly

"

"'

"

?

.

the blinding light of that knowledge,
he knew not where to hide himself
in his ignorance and shame.
Then he was lifted up, not only

MA 11 .r.N.NA.

Again and again, a mingled dark- far Leyond the earth, but beyond
knows we are of His faithful ones,
not
underness
and light would be about him,
we
can
even if, as yet,
sturdy and chivalrous old
and
his
stand."
soul
would
cry out: Lord ! I beprofessor
So, hand in hand, the
lieve.
Thou
mine unbelief !
Help
up
favorite grandchild went

and his
the long broad aisle together; and
the whole family found themselves
at the end of the nave and facing
the high altar, with the crib in the
Lady Chapel on their left. And
there Max slipped softly away, and
made room for grandmother to be
close to the dear grandfather, who
always had the oddest fashion of going into some sort of dream or vision
it
or ecstacy on Christmas Eve ; and
of
inneeded just those long years
timate companionship with that
beloved of
most practical and
at
undisturbed
him
keep
to
women
the
his devotions, and unmarked by

wide-awake throng about him.whose

"

panorama that unrolled itself before
him. Steam and electricity worked
their marvels, but they seemed
marvels no more. Behind them,
before them, around them, lay the

"

He knew, past all doubting, that
he was a son of the one infallible
Church of the one, all-wise God ;
and that, in the Blessed
was really everything he needed for
life and death. Vet the mind, the
intellect, cried out still to see, to
have, to hold, to know. It was such
a gloriously gifted, intelligent, alert
and masterful mind that the old
German professor possessed!
The chimes pealed again for midnight; the altar stood, a glorious
mountain of snow-white marble,
with straight-flamingwaxen candles,
gorgeous candelabra, fragrant flowers; the priests in vestments of
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calm omnipotent will of God. From
His throne, swifter than light, and
as noiseless, went His angel ministers, each on his appointed mission ;
and the comets sped at their decree,
and the spheres sang at their bidding, and the winds were their
messengers, and the clouds their
chariots; and all were intent on
something far higher than the mere
needs of man.
Down into sea-caverns where no
human foot had ever trod, the professor gazed ; into vast caves beneath the earth, where no miner's
pick had ever sounded; up into
mountain fastnesses, where the
wild goat had never been, and
never an eagle's wing had soared.
Forest labyrinths lay outspread before him, with gorgeous blooms and
luscious fruits that human hand
would never pluck, and where birds
sang melodiously with no human
ear to listen. Planets he saw, that
out-weighed the sun ; pathways of
light he beheld, through measureless skies, that were like myriads
on myriads of enormous, scintillating, diamond-strewn Milky Ways
all merged in one.
Everywhere the old scientist
was conscious of a breath, a flame,
a wind, that swept through and
governed all. What was it ? More
i-trong, more sure, more übiquitous,
than the electric current, it was a
power that pervaded all, and swayed
all, with an imperial control that
nothing could gainsay.
Earthquakes indeed he saw, that flung
provinces into ruin ; volcanoes, that
cast themselves like rivers of tire
upon all before them, sweeping
everything with them in their on-

,
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ward path of flame. Plague, famine, was real ; that they were?or prodesolation, death, he saw, and yet fessed to be?doubtful if anything
Life was dominant somehow, and at all had any true objective exiseverywhere omnipresent and omni- tence ! He knew now, with a curi?

Jw

'

m

7

man and material uses! And a scarlet flush crept up over the professor's wrinkled cheek and across his
furrc wed brow, as he recollected

potent, making pestilence, fire, flood, ous absolute certainty, that things how many men, whom he had called
death, its servant or tool at will.
did exist, and that he himself also scientists and philosophers, had
How often had the old German existed, because?God existed. -God dared to say " rnvst " to the Alheard his colleagues from many had made all things, yes ! and with mighty ; and to lay down laws to the
lands declare, as they bent like him most exact reality, He had made Law-Giver; and to talk, with calm
over their scientific researches, that them, for Himself. Then it seemed assurance, of the cycles on cycles
they could believe in nothing but to the professor that he saw a strong that " necessarily " had gone to the

what they could themselves see and Archangel look up to that Being
touch and prove ! How some of upon the throne, on Whom he dared
them had even said that nothing not look ; and that he heard him cry
out, in tones of jubilant, adoring
love:?
" Thou art worthy, 0 Lord our
God, to receive glory, and honor,
and power: because Thou hast
created all things ; and for Thy will
they were, and have been created !"
Xow there did not seem, in this
idea, a shadow of that egotistical
selfishness which the platitudes of
modern science had somehow tended
to throw darkly round a thought
like that, as though anything could
exist for any other reason than for

0^z:

making of that world which He had

created, with Whom one day is as
a thousand years, and a thousand
years as one brief, bright, fleeting

day.
Now the professor understood
how, all the while, volcano on volcano, earthquake on earthquake,
flood on flood, could, in a moment,
with swift swirls and fiery flame,
alter the face of nature, at the mere
ned of Him in Whose sight one sin
was a calamity far more terrible,
than the blotting out of a million
-uns from heaven or the material
ruin of a million worlds could be.
All at once, he beheld the signifl-
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cance of the fall of Lucifer, and of and by a force unknown to man.
the first sin of the first man and Oh, the beauty of it, that little earth
woman in Eden, and the ruin that he saw now as the angels see it

wrought thereby ; and he knew
at last whence came the catastrophes and the moans and the travail
of the earth.
Then, distinct and clear above
all other sounds created, rose a
voice as if all angels and archangels,
seraphim and cherubim, cried out in
orderly and majestic chant together;
"Who hath forwarded the Spirit
of the Lord ? or who hath been his
counsellor, and hath taught Him ?
With whom hath He consulted ?
and who hath instructed Him ?
"All nations are before Him as if

they had no being at all, and are
counted to Him as nothing and
vanity.
"For My thoughts are not your
thoughts : nor your ways My ways,
saith the Lord.
"For as the heavens are exalted
above the earth, so are My ways
exalted above your ways, and My
thoughts above your thoughts.
"My word shall not return to Me
void, but it shall do whatsoever I
please."
And with one tremendous cry,

piercing the highest heaven, the
chorus rang upward, as though
multitudinous oceans answered to
one another, and the morning stars
sang together, and all the sons of
God shouted for joy, as at creation's
birth :
"Alleluia: for the Lord our God
the omnipotent hath reicrned !
"And He shall reign?and He
shall reign?and He shall reign?
and He shall reign?forever, and
forever, and forever, and forever !"
And then, softly, gravely, as the
dawn comes in the early morning,
the old man felt something very f.tir
and lovely flash across his vision.
Whence came it, and what was it t
Next in importance to God's throne
was something that at first he did
not recognize. But, his power of
discernment waxing stronger, he
became aware that all the forces of
nature, angelical, human, animal,
vegetable, mineral, of what kind or
name soever, were absorbed now
with one thought, and directed to
one object, on this Christmas Eve.
In space, somewhere, the created
centre of all created things became
visible, the magnet of all thoughts,
God's foreordained reason for creation, God's own object and desire,?
His purpose, when He made this
big universe, so marvellous to us
indeed, but, to Him, only the work
of His fingers, the simple answer to
his creative word. This center lay,
little and lowly and lovely, in a
glory which seemed like Heaven, yet
it was not heaven. What was that
overwhelming yet so gentle loveliness, so strangely familiar, so perfectly like home ?
Among all the constellations, the
professor discerned, at last, one
that he had been used to call a very
small and inferior planet; yet the
entire universe swung round it, in
an orbit beyond all discovered laws

dazzlingly fair, with its myriads
of altar lamps aglow before the
Blessed Sacrament, Itself the absolute love of God dwelling on earth
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with men !

Once again, the professor was in
the Cathedral. Still he beheld
there the long procession of the ages
MANUFACTURERS OF
winding
through the glorious
aisles ; gathering, gathering, gathering, from the time of creation and
our first father, Adam, to the
time of the incarnation and the
greater Adam, the Babe of Bethlehem ; and then to our day and the
Blessed Sacrament, that Babe of
Bethlehem present still with the
men He loved; Emmanuel, God
with us, on the altars of His Church.
Hark ! A little bell rang, oh !so
clearly and so sweetly; the professor felt the touch of his faithful
old helpmate's hand upon his arm ;
behold, all these things had happened to him between the Consecration and the Communion, and an old
man had seen visions on Christmas
Eve. Rising, he went forward and
MILLS AT
knelt humbly at the great high altar,
and received, "like a little child,"
the dear Lord Christ. And a voice
as of that dear Lord's Mother Mary
seemed to say, in loving tenderness,
Dally Product Forty Tons
as though she might have spoken Four Machines
softly to St. Joseph, in the midnight
cave at Bethlehem, with her Babe
Boston Offici, Hancock Bldg., Room 418, Ripwentsd by B. 0. Crosbie
upon her knee :?
"Blessed, indeed, are the clean in
heart, for they shall see God !'"

Machine Finish and Supercalendered
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A CHRISTMAS CAROL.

A. A. Procter.
The moon, that now is shining
In skies so blue and bright,
Shone, ages since, on shepherds
Who watched their flocks by
night.
There was no sound upon the earth,
The azure air was still;
The sheep in quiet clusters lay
Upon the grassy hill.
When, lo! a white-winged angel
The watchers stood before,
And told how Christ was born on

Books by Katherine E. Conway
SUITABLE FOR PRESENTS.

By

earth,
For mortals to adore;
He bade the trembling shepherds
Listen, nor be afraid,
And told how in a manger
The glorious Child was laid.
Then suddenly in the heavens
Appeared an angel-band,
(The while in reverent wonder
The Syrian shepherds stand,)
And all the bright host chanted
Words that shall never cease :
Glory to God in the highest!
To men of good-will, peace !
The vision in the heavens
Faded, and all was still ;
The wondering shepherds left their

flocks
To feed upon the hill.
Towards the blessed city
Quickly their course they held,
And, in a lowly stable,
Virgin and Child beheld.
Now we thatMaiden Mother
The Queen of Heaven call,
And the Child we call our Jesus,
Saviour and Judge of all.
But the star that shone in Bethlehem
Shines still, and shall not cease ;
And we listen still to the tidings
Of Glory and of Peace.
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the le dinS makes in Dress

Four-in-Hand Scarfs

Negligee Shirts
1.50 350
Bosom Shirts
1.50 to 3,50
Dress ShirU
1.00'" 5.00
Lounging Robes, Bath Wrap* and
Smoking Jackets
A specialty of ours. All sizes, styles
and patterns
5.00 <" 35.00

English Squares
Ascots

50c to 2.50
1.25 to 5.00
50c to 2.50

a PERdcd
DENT'S and
RIN'S CJLOVES

FOWNES,'

For Men and Women

1.50 to 6.00

Lane's Special Make
1.50
."PORTED HOSIERY
German,English,French, 25 c to 5.00

£'!

*

Shirts.

RAINPROOF COATS
Suitable for wear in sunshine or
storm

Silk

12.00 to 35.00

Umbrella* for Ladles and

WAISTCOATS
Goldi sterling Silver and Natural
Handles
3,00 to 6.00
1.50'"12.00
Oooda
Bought
All
Neatly Boxed
Mr. Lane would be pleased to meet his friends and .former patrons in
his store, 384 Washington St.
Full Dress and Street

St. Ladislas' Church, Lorain, ().,
the corner-stone of which was laid
Is ownedand published weeKiy oy the a few weeks ago, is said to lethe
REVIEW PUBLISHING COMPANY, first church built of concrete in the
a corporation organizedunder the laws United States. St. Ladislas' conof the Commonwealthof Massachusetts,
gregation is made up of about 100
and consisting of one hundred of the
families.
leading Catholic clergymen of New Hungarian
England.
The massive and imposing monOFFICERS:
ument over the tomb of the late
Monsignore Nugent of Liverpool,
President, Right Rev. Monsignor O'Callaghan, D. D., P. R., South Boston, England, at Ford cemetery, has been
Mass.
unveiled. Mon.signore Nugent was
William
H.
:
Rev.
known the world over for his work
Vice-President'B
Fitzpatrick, Dorchester, Mass; Right
Rev. Monsignor Murphy, P. R., Dover,
N. H.; Rev. James O'Doherty, P. R.,
Haverhill, Mass. ; Rev. Edward McSweeney, Bangor, Me. ; Rev. James
Coyle, Taunton, Mass. ; Rev. Charles
J.MoElroy,Derby, Conn.; Rev. Daniel
O'Sullivan, P. R., St. Albans, Vt. ;
Rev. Thomas Smyth, Springfield,
Mass.

Treasurer, Rev. John O'Brien.
Clerk, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell.
Directors : Right Rev. Monsignor
O'Callaghan, D. D., P. R., Right Rev.
Monsignor Griffin, D. D., Right Rev.
Monsignor Magennis, P. R.,Rev. John
J.Lyons, P. R., Rev. Jeremiah E Millerick, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell, Rev.
William P. McQuaid, Rev. Denis J.
O'Farrell, Rev. John O'Brien.

in behalf of the waifs of the streets
of Liverpool and for his advocacy
of temperance among all classes.
The married Ladies' Society of
St. Mary's parish, Toledo, Ohio,
which numbers 500 members, is
out in a protest against indecent
pictures on the billboards of that
city. In a letter to a patent med-

icine concern they denounce the
posters as an offense to common
decency and threaten to use their
influence against the firm unless the
objectionable pictures are removed.
With the beginning of the new
year a Catholic weekly newt-paper
in English will be printed in Rome.
Managing Dikbotok, Rev. John O'Brien, asTen years ago a similar venture was
sisted by Rev. James Higgins.
made, but did not last for more than
$2.00 two years. Strangely enough there
Subscription, in advance,
$2.50 are already in Rome two newspapers
If not paid in advance,
in English, one of which is openly
Single Copies, Five Cents.
Protestant, and the other a more or
General advertising, 20 cents a line,
less anti-papal organ.
agate.

Local Rates sent on application.
At the monthly meeting of the
Send money by Check, Registered
of
Letter, Post Office Money Order (not in Hamilton County Federation
recently
held
at
?lrrer or bills), to the
Catholic Societies,
CincinREVIEW PUBLISHING COMPANY, the Y. M. I. club-house in
nati, the organizations interested,
204 Washington Street,
Boston, Mass.
thirty-six in number, pledged themselves to help along the crusade
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R. H. WHITE COEnough Christmas Books for Everybody
IN THE

Most Convenient Book Store in Boston
Street Floor

?

Easy of Access

The Paragon Series of Famous Poems, 35c.
is a new 1906 illustrated edition of famous poems, printed on good
paper; titles are, "Among the Trees," by Bryant; "Thanatopsis," by
Bryant; "Oriana and other Poems," by Tennyson; "Sea Fairies, and
Other Poems," by Tennyson; "The Earl's Return," by Owen Meredith;
"A Bugle Song, and Other Poems," by Tennyson; "Fair Inez," by
Thomas Hood; "Lenore," by Edgar Allen Poe; "Song of the Brook," by
Tennyson; "Schiller's Song of the Bell," "Rock Me to Sleep, Mother,"
by Mrs. D. A. Allen; "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner," by S. T.
Coleridge; "Songs and Scenes from Faust," translated by B. Taylor;
"My Old Kentucky Home," by S. C. Foster; "Massa's in the Cold, Cold
Ground," by S. C. Foster; "The Swaneeßiver," by S. C. Foster; "Marching Through Georgia," by Henry C. Work; "Tenting on the Old Camp
Ground," by Kittredge; "Tramp Tramp ! Tramp ! the Boys are Q n
Marching," by George F. Root; "Nellie Was a Lady," by S. C.
.W v
Foster. Publisher's price 75c. Our price

!

.

.

QJjl]

.

Leather Bound Classics, Illustrated, 59c.
printed on extra fine paper illustrated, bound in fine full limp red
paste grain leather, gilt top and gold lettering?" Rab and His
Friends," by John Brown ; " Selections," by Robert Browning; "Character and other Essays," by R. W. Emerson ; " Self-Reliance
and other Essays," by R. W. Emerson; '\u25a0 Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam," by E. Fitzgerald, Tr.; "Cranford," by E. C. Gaskell ;
"Vicar of Wakefield," by O. Goldsmith; "Man Without a
Country," by E. E. Hale; "Abbe Constantin," by L. Halevy; "House of
Seven Gables," by N. Hawthorne; "Scarlet Letter," by N. Hawthorne;
"Wonder Book," by N. Hawthorne; "The Autocrat of the Breakfast
Table," by O. W. Holmes; "Tales from Shakespeare," by C. and M. Lamb;
"Courtship of Miles Standish," by H. W. Longfellow; "Evangeline,"
by H. W. Longfellow; "Hiawatha," H. W. Longfellow; "Tales of a
"Wayside Inn," 11. W. Longfellow; "Pleasures of Life," by Sir F. Lubbock; "Mornings in Florence," by John Ruskin; "Sesame and
Lilliee," by John Ruskin; " Lady of the Lake," by Sir W. Scott; PA
"Marmion," by Sir W. Scott; "Treasure Island," by R. L. Steven- HMP
WV
son. Publishers'price 11.00. Our price

.

.

.

.

Of the ten thousand Catholics of
Advertising Manager,
against objectionable posters and Knights of Columbus in Detroit.
Charles E. Pbtnam, Roomi 914-915,
bitterly
fought, Denmark, six thousand are natives.
billboards, in which they have the The election was
Old South Building, Boston.
in the Boston
Second-Class matter
Entered as Post
Office, Dec. 1,1888.

Saturday, Dec. 15,

1906.

ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
Miss Mary Murphy of Niagara
Falls has given ground, valued at
about $6,000, for the site of a new
Catholic church, the parish to be
recruited from that of St. Mary's,
now becoming too large. The new
church will be called " Our Lady of
the Rosary."
We see it stated that Mr. James
Stillman, a Protestant gentleman,
president of the City Bank of New
York City, has generously given to
the Rev. Dr. Brann, rector of St.
Agnes' Church, the sum of $10,000,
the interest on which is to be spent
annually for the benefit of sick and
poor children in St Agnes' parish.
The Rev. A. H. Lang, one of the
six preachers of Canterbury cathedral, and for twenty years connected
with the archbishop's mission to the
Assyrians, both in Persia, and as
organizing secretary under three
archbishops of Canterbury, has been
received into the Catholic Church
Bede
at Erdington Abbey by Dom
Camm, O. S. B.

hearty co-operation of Archbishop the issue being the granting of
another franchise to the street railMoeller and of Mayor Dempsey.
way company. Mayor Codd favored
The building committee of the the franchise and Thompson opAncient Order of Hibernians in posed it.
Baltimore has practically decided
upon a site, thirty by 175 feet, in a
It is not generally known that
locality
there are some Chinese Carmelite
desirable and convenient
for their contemplated club-house nuns. At Saigon, the capital of
of the order. As soon as the legal French Cochin China, is the Carmatters in connection with incor- melite Convent of St. Joseph, which)
porating the building company have with its humble chapel, is surbeen completed by Counsel James rounded by mango and tamarind
T. O'Neil, the deal will be closed.
trees. The daughters of St. Teresa
in this poor monastery are, for the
Is a recent address to the pupils most part, Annamite women who
of Mt. Carmel Academy, West have given up their cheerful family
Wichita, Kansas, William J. Bryan life, so dear to them, to follow the
spoke of the salutary work of the crucified Jesus.
Catholic Church. He declared that
The Catholic population of Denhe had visited nearly all countries
during
and
that
his
mark
is about ten thousand out of a
world,
in the
especially
imbeen
lotal of two and a half millions. Of
tour, he had
for
womanrespect
by
the
the Catholics, about three thousand
pressed
in
Catholic
all
hood manifested
are in the capital city, Copenhagen,
the
upon
by
insisted
countries and
where there are six churches, including the cathedral, and a church
Catholic Church.
in charge of the Jesuit Fathers.
William B. Thompson, DemoMany of the Catholics are converts
crat, was elected mayor of Detroit,
from Lutheranism, who, Father
the other day, defeating Mayor
Hangauer says, make excellent
Codd, Republican, by a plurality of
He tells of one mission
catholics.
3,500. Thompson has been city which began with ten Catholics
treasurer of Detroit several terms.
and shortly after numbered five
He is a leading Catholic of that hundred, nearly all of them converts.
city and one of the best known

Cardinal Gibbons paid the
following tribute to Catholic woman,
hood in his speech at the banquet
following the dedication of the
Pittsburg Cathedral: " May the
Lord bless the noble women of the
Catholic Church. Their constant
work for good is evident at all times
and in every place. They are
barred in our Church from officiating in the service, but that does not
in the least trammel their grand
achievements. They are apostles
in the broadest sense by their
prayers, good example and sacrificing works. The work of the Church
succeeds by being watered by their
tears and fostered by their thought
and prayer."

MASSAGE
TREATMENT AT YOUR OWN HOME
An experienced nurse with a thorough
knowledge of massage treatment desires engagements. Terms reasonable. Address MISS
EL M. CAIIILL, 7_ Waverly St., Roxbury.

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS.
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was in Cambridge, where Candidate

Wardwell, Church made so important an individual conCitizen, defeated Mayor Thurston, Democrat. quest as in the case of Ferdinand Brunetiere,

Non-partizan or Citizen candidates were also who, as editor for many years of the Revue
dcs Deux Mondes, has been regarded as the exofficio head of French letters. The event is a
sensation among literary folk all over the continent ; for, aside from his position as a sort of
literary dictator of France, he is an acknowledged master of French prose and the ablest
critic since Tame."

December 11 has come elected in Everett, where Mayor Boynton was
in
The Crisis
and gone and the Catho- given a third election ; in Xewburyport, where
France.
lic Church in France, a new man, Alfred Hunt, was elected; in
though no longer having Beverly, where Harvey Dow was named; in
a legal standing, still lives. Acting in perfect Medford, where Clifford Brewer, as a Good
accord with the Popes' decision as expressed in Government man, scored a victory; and in
his recent encyclical, the bishops and priests of Maiden, where Dr. McCarthy won the honors.
France have stood solidly against any recogniCambridge went notion of the "association for worship" provision
No-License.
license this year, as it has
of the Separation Law. As a consequence of this
done for over a
of
score

stultify themselves and acknowledge years past. In Salem the no-license movement
Csesar instead of Christ as head of the Church? won, carrying the city by 700 votes,
as against
for this is practically what it would amount to?
a license plurality of twenty-three votes last
the Catholics of France are today in a most criti- year. Chelsea, which has been in the license
cal position. Twenty-six thousand churches
column for three years, but which has made a
under the law are declared the property of the reputation for itself by constantly swinging from
State. Bishops' and priests' houses, seminaries one side of the fence to the other, went noand schools fall under the same ownership. license this time by a safe margin of 198 votes.
t
The Government of France has tried to make it Xewburyport, also, which is at present a license
appear that the fault of all this confiscation lies city, voted this time for no-license.
with the Pope, but as the Holy Father expressed
By the death of Ferdiit so truly and so forcibly a few months ago ; Death of Ferdinand nand Brunetiere
(Dec.
"It is not I who condemn the law. It is Christ
Brunetiere.
9), France loses one of
who condemns it."
her most brilliant men of
One of the first acts of letters, and the Church in France a valiant defenM. Brunetiere was one of the most
Secretary of the the French Government der.
was the arrest and expul- learned of modern French critics and enjoyed a
Nunciature
sion of Monsignore Mon- reputation which extended all over the literary
Expelled.
tagnini, secretary of the world. He was born at Toulon in 1849and was
Papal nunciature, who has informally repre- educated in Marseilles. It was his original insented the Vatican in France since the recall of tention to become a' teacher, but having failed
the Papal Nuncio. His residence was searched in his Normal School examination in 18(i9, he
by the police and immense quantities of docu- was prevented from a second attempt by the
war of 1870. He then devoted himself to the
ments were seized and taken to police headPapal
general
study of literature, and in 1875 first atA
courier
from
the
Secretary
quarters.
Val,
Merry
bearing
Cardinal
Del
tracted
attention to himself by a brilliant reof State,
back
at
turned
the
view
of
M.
Wallon's " St. Louis et Son Temps."
despatches from Rome, was
afterward
he joined the staff of the Revue
Soon
frontier on the 11th.
Mondes,
dcs
Deux
of which in course of time
The much-debated 12
first
the
and then the edihe
became
secretary
o'clock law was acThe Election
For
many
years
tor.
his
with their
criticisms,
cepted by the voters of
in Boston.
boldness,
originality,
brilliancy,
and
wide eruBoston last Tuesday by
for
largely
responsible
peculiar
were
the
dition,
against
an overwhelming majority?39,4l7
authority
by
publication.
wielded
that
21,293. This means that hereafter thirty firstclass hotels in Boston will have the privilege of
His reputation as a writer
selling intoxicating liquors until 12 o'clock
led naturally to his selecBrunetiere?s
p. m. instead of 11 as is now the case. David A.
tion as a teacher, and in
Conversion.
Ellis who bore the endorsement of the Repub1886 he was appointed
licans, Democrats, and the Public School Asso- professor of the French literature and language
ciation was elected by a majority of 8,000 over at the Normal School. In the following years
his nearest competitor Mrs. Julia E. Duff, who he received the cross of the Legion of Honor,
ran on nomination papers independent of all and in 1893 he was appointed a lecturer at the
parties and received 35,083 votes. Six Republi- Sorbonne and elected a member of the French
can Aldermen were elected and seven Demo- Academy. Brunetiere, like so many Frenchcrats, the largest vote 28,000 being given to men of letters, followed the skeptical spirit of
Bangs, a Republican.
the age for a long time. Some half a-dozen
years
ago, however, he surprised his former
had
a
non-partizans
The
friends
by espousing the Catholic cause with
time
of
The Election in pretty successful
fervor
and his usual brilliancy. At that
great
at
Tuesday,
city
the
it,
Other Cities.
time
the
Digest said
Literary
the
in
eighteen
elections
" Not since
of
Newman
the
conversion
has
Roman
Catholic
all
victory
of
cities in the State. The biggest

refusal

to

:

One Result of the
Expulsion.

A French paper, La L\berte, says that nothing
can give to those who
have not visited them an

idea of the state of dirt and disorder which
reigns, at present, in the French public hospitals.
This condition of affairs dates from the expulsion of the Sisters, and from the introduction of
laymen and women picked up at hazard to replace them as nurses and attendants. These
nurses and attendants are in a perpetual state of
insubordination. Recently, some four hundred
of them presented themselves at the Bourse dc
Travail, in order to protest against their being
employed on bundays. They wished, they said,
like other citizens, to avail themselves of the
" privileges of the law ;" but on seeing the
police on their track they turned tail and fled
in all directions.
On Saturday afternoon,
Nov. 24, in the quiet
little village of Bromham,
Wiltshire, England, a
Celtic cross was unveiled with fitting ceremonies over the grave where Thomas Moore, the
Irish poet, "lies sleeping, from his land afar."
Thus is accomplished the first part of the Moore
Memorial movement started a few years ago by
an Irish paper. There remains yet the erection
in Dublin of a statue of the poet. One already
stands there, but it is so inartistic, so unworthy
of Ireland and of the man whom Ireland wishes
to honor, that it is determined to take it down
and erect something more appropriate in its
stead. At the unveiling of the Celtic cross at
Moore's grave there was a representative gathering of Irish and English literary men and women. The Dublin Weekly Freeman says:?
"Thomas Moore, properly speaking, needs no
monument in bronze or stone to perpetuate his
memory, for that is in the hearts of his country
men ; but it has been the custom of civilized
peoples, almost from time immemorial, to mark
the resting-places of their great dead with gome
tangible evidence of their gratitude and love.
The honor to the dead minstrel has come late ;
but it would be a gross misapprehension to think
thatfor a moment since the day when Moore
first boldly struck the chords of the Harp of
Erin to this present time, he has ever been less
in the affections of the Irish people than when,
almost exactly a hundred years ago, they thrilled
to the melody, the sweetness, the passion of his
Memorial to
Thomas Moore.

early songs."

_
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WChatEdolicS
rs ay.
Familiar But False.
"The assertion so often made in justification of
large armies and powerful navies, that the only
way to secure peace is to be ready for war, is as
false as it is familiar," says the Aye Maria.
Who would say that the man least likely to
go hunting is a man who keeps a gun ? or that
peacefully inclined citizens are most apt to go
armed ?

"

"

*

*

*

Catholic Periodical Literature.
The Messenger notes with pleasure the literary awakening which in English-speaking countries is everywhere manifest among Catholics,
and remarks : "Whatever may be said of the
defects of Catholic perodical literature?and
with some persons, who, of course, never condescend to read Catholic publications it is proverbial to speak of it with ridicule, if not with
contempt?it compares favorably with the best

periodical religious literature published by
other denominations; and it is always a pleasure
year to
to observe its improvement from
year."

*

Aglipay a Usurper.

*

*

Commenting on the decision of the Philippine Supreme Court, ousting Aglipay and his
followers from the Church property seized by
them a few years ago, the Western Watchman
says : " The court took the view that the property in dispute was given to religion and was
consecrated to divine use. Men could not without sacrilege seize what belonged to God. The
religion to which the churches and land in the
Philippines were devoted was the Roman Catholic religion, and could not be any other. The
church organized by Aglipay was not the Roman
Catholic Church, therefore his occupancy of
Church property in the Philippines was a usurpation."
A

Hi

A

?HEART-HUNGER FOR THE DEAR OLD LAND.?
The Rev. D. Y. Phalen, editor of the Casket
of Antigonish, N. S., writes as follows :?
"The dominant note of Denis A. McCarthy's
1 Voices from Erin is heart-hunger for the dear
'
old land. Whether it be Ballinderry, or Carrick town, or old Cork beside the Lee; whether
the season be Christmas or May, still the heart of
the exile ' will ever ponder on the old town over
yonder,' and his fancy feed upon the memories
of happy days before the restlessness of the age
took hold of him and urged him to seek his fortune in the land where 'the stress of the hurry
and the worry,' and ? the never-ending fever
and the fret' make men jostle one another and
trample one another in the race for wealth. The
poet does not profess to have shown great speed
in this race?would he be a poet if he had ?
Better far to be poor in material goods while
remembering that it is our duty to make the
world a little brighter, better and kinder, than
to be as rich as Rockefeller without having
learned that lesson. The yearning for one's
birthland must not take the form of selfish
brooding, for
to

brooding sears the soul,
" 'Selfish
Fills the mind with clouds of sorrow,

Darkens all the shining goal
Of the sun-illumined morrow.
Wherefore should our lives be spent
Daily growing blind and blinder?
Let us as the Master meant,
Make ihe world a little kinder.'
"We are glad that the exquisite 'Sweet is Tipperary' has been reprinted in this volume. Not
a man who has put the ocean between him and
his Dark Rosaleen but should have these 'Voices
from Erin.'
even those whose eyes have never seen
" ? And
The shine and shadow on their fathers' hills,
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service was adopted by the Christian church,
but because the early Christians knew that
Christ was born in December."
May we not hope that this brilliant sign in
the heavens at this coming holy season, this glad
season of the Saviour'sbirth may turn thehearts
of the enemies of the Saviour and His Church
which He founded on earth to holier higher aspirations. May it not gladden the eye and the
heart of our beloved and Holy Father in the
midst of his heavy sorrows and give renewed
confidence to his faithful people that the bright
star which shone so many centuries ago in His
honor and our hope may enkindle in us renewed
in His promise to His Church, that in spite
faith
IS JUPITER THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM ?
of the activity of our cruel enemies the gates of
A letter from Professor Fredrick R. Honey, hell can not prevail against our holy Faith.
the distinguished professor of Astronomy of
with gladness men of old
" AsDid
Vale University and a devout Catholic, conthe guiding star behold
So with gracious love may we
tains the following:?
Ever more be led by Thee."
Replying to your question" [concerning
"
?W. Th. Parkeb, M. D.
Jupiter as the possible Star of Bethlehem] "I
have no theory regarding the Star of Bethlehem. A NEW ERA FOR THE CHURCH IN THE SOUTH.
" If however our Lord was born (as some A new day is dawning for Catholicity in the
believe) three years earlier than our chronology
indicates the present year would be 1909, and South. The consecration of the noble cathethis number divided by Jupiter's period, 11.8(5 dral in Richmond has attracted to the capital
years, would make the quotient almost exactly city of the Old Dominion a great gathering of
161=7x23. If you look at any map you will see, prelates, and for the first time since the war has
if you put a straight edge through the sun, that the South witnessed the Catholic Church in all
Jupiter will be in opposition between Dec. 21 her glory. The story of the Richmond conseand 29 of this year. The precise date of opposicration, together with the sermons of Archtion I can not give you at this writing because bishop Keane and Archbishop Glennon, has
the Nautical Almanac is not within my reach. been published all through the South and has
But a very cursory inspection will show that it been read by thousands who have never known
will occur between the 25th and the 29th of anything that was good or great, of the CathoDecember 1906." The following clipping from lic Church.
theLiterary Digest is interesting in this conIt is hard for one living in the crowded cities
nection :?
of the North to realize the density of ignorance
" Kepler, on the basis of his discovery of the concerning the Catholic Church among the rank
course of the planets, made the discovery that and file of the people in the Southern States.
after the year 7 is. c. there occurred the rare There are hundreds of counties in the states of
conjunctio maxima of the constellation of Jupi- North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia,
ter and Saturn?the sign of the Ram. The lead- that have not a single Catholic, and there are
ing star of this constellation, Jupiter, he de- thousands of the citizens who have never seen a
clared to have been the Star of Bethlehem. This Catholic church or heard a Catholic priest.
claim secured all the more recognition by the This statement may seem exaggerated,but when
further discovery that the traditional chronol- it is coupled with a statement of figures it will
ogy of the New Testament, as worked out by not seem so much out of the way. In North
Dionysius, was incorrect, and that Herod the Carolina the population is about a million and a
Great had died in the fifth year before Christ, half, and all told there are not 5,000 Catholics,
so that Christ would then have been born 4 b. c. that is, for every 300 people one meets he may
at latest. The suggestion of Kepler, nevertheless, meet one Catholic. In South Carolina the promet with a good deal of doubt, the story of the portion is a trifle higher, but outside of Charlesstar being considered rather in the light of a ton in the vast stretch of 32,000 square miles
myth than of historical fact.
there are scarcely 3,200 Catholics.
Recently, however, there has been disRichmond had its day of Church splendor on
"
to
Egypt
brought
in
and
Berlin
a
covered
list Thanksgiving, and all the citizens irrespective
of the positions of the planets from the year of creed or color turned out to do the visiting
17 b. c. to 10 a. d. In this list this conjun- prelates honor. The munificence of Mrs. Ryan
tio maxima, which the mathematical calcula- erecting the splendid cathedral gave occasion
tions of Kepler had worked out, is mentioned for the glorification of the material side, but
as a fact, and is described with all possible de- following right on the heels of this celebration
tails as a phenomenon that had on this occasion is the opening of a great mission for nonappeared for the first time since the days of Catholics by the Virginia Apostolate.
Alexander the Great. A demotic description
The Rev. T. E. Waters, a graduate of the
accompanies this papyrus table, which agrees Apostolic Mission House, and the Rev. J. Van
throughout with the main facts as reported in Inglegem constitute the regularly organized
the second chapter of Matthew. In fact, the Apostolate, for the dioceses of Richmond.
agreement is surprising in its extent. It is said, Father Waters has been giving missions with
for example, that the star ' stood' over Bethle- great success during the year past since he left
hem?a statement which commentators, and the Mission House, and recently Father Van
among them the latest, Holtzmann, declared to Inglegem has joined forces with him. They
be poetical; but in this Egyptian account it ap- both together have been incorporated into a
pears that the expression ' stood ' is the as- regular diocesan organization, and the bishop
tronomical technical term ujed to designate the has written a letter commending them and their
conjunctio maxima of Jupiter that occurred on work to the priests. As a sign of his interest
the 26th of December, 6 B. c. This latter in their labors he has invited them to open the
fact explains, too, why the primitive church ministry of the newly consecrated cathedral
appointed December as the Christmas month; with a great mission to non-Catholics. They
not because this or that Roman or Greek divinwill undoubtedly win many converts to the
ity had been celebrated on that day, and his Church.?Rkv. A. P. Doyle, C. S. P.
Have never been gladdened by the living green
Reflected in a thousand Irish rills'?
should get its verses by heart. One sees just
such poetry as Mr. McCarthy's highly appreciated in the best literary circles of England when
it appears in Blackwood''s Magazine with the
the signature Moira O'Neill. It would be a
thousand pities if one who is Moira O'Neill's
equal in merit should fail to secure proper
recognition among his countrymen in the United
States." Orders for "Voices from Erin" sent
to Mr. McCarthy, Sacked Heart Review office,
East Cambridge, Mass., will be promptly filled.
Price $1.00.
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EditoralNotes.
A year's subscription to the Sacred Heart
Review is one of the best gifts you can possibly
make to a friend. See our special offer on
page 15.

You can help the Review very much by
patronizing the firms which advertise in this
special number, and by mentioning the fact that
ycu saw their advertisements in the Review.
That list of Christmas gifts is very incomplete which does not include a gift to Christ's
poor. Remember, He has promised reward a
hundredfold for the least service to those who
are in need.

"

"Voices from Erin has been received with
a chorus of praise by the press and the reading
public. The regular sale price is one dollar a
copy. By special arrangementwe are able to
offer the book free during the Christmas season
with a new subscription to the Sacred Heart
Review.

SrEAKiNG at the dedication of St. Luke's
Hospital, New York, recently, Bishop Greer
('Protestant Episcopalian) said that the first
hospital was established by a Pope in the fourth
century, a Christian bishop founded the first
asylum, and a Christian monk the first refuge
for the blind.
Right and Justice have triumphed in the
Philippines. The decision, the other day, of
the Philippine Supreme Court frustrates the
attempt of thefollowers of the so-called Bishop
"
Maximus" Aglipay to retain possession of the
Catholic churches which they seized during the
chaos following upon the departure of the Spanish, and the entry of the Americans into the
Philippines. This is certainly a happy outcome
of a state of things which seriously threatened
the work of the Church in the Philippines. In
this decision the Government of the Philippines
has shown how it respects the laws of the
Catholic Church. What a contrast between
this action and that of the present French
Government, which ignoring completely the
divine constitution of the Church, has laid its
sacrilegious hand upon Church property, and assumes to dictate to the Pope and the French
hierarchy the terms upon which Catholics may
use the property which is rightfully theirs !

A

paper says that some of the most
pathetic failures in the Protestant ministry are
directly traceable to the ministers' wives.
In exceptional cases the minister's wife is absolutely without sympathy in the work that the
husband is doing. All of her influence is on
the side of that which is worldly. She scoffs at
her husband's devotion to the kingdom of God,
and avoids the church and its services. Fortunately such instances are few. In a larger number of cases the wife is incompetent. She may
be well-meaning, but she is unpopular. People
do not detest her, but they do not respect her.
She has no hold upon the admiration and affection of those whom her husband serves. The
minister may be able to carry the load and win
out despite the burden ; but he is terribly handicapped. Instances are known where the wife
imagines that she is the pastor. She comes to
the front and crowds the hen-pecked little
husband to one side while she assumes the functions belonging to the minister. Such a woman,
bold of face, peremptory in manner, " bossy,"
unlovable, can spoil the ministry of the best
man in the world. To watch them is to long
for a return of the reign of the " ducking-stool,"
or for the invention of some form of punishment
that shall put a quietus upon them.
The poor minister with such a wife must be
pardoned for secretly wishing that the rule of
celibacy obtained in the Baptist ministry.
baptist
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Our friend Dr. Parker of Northampton
sends us a clipping from the Springfield Republican wherein that paper approves of the protest lodged with the New York City Board of
Education by Jewish congregations of the
United States and Canada against Christmas exercises in the public schools. " The time is long
since past," says the Republican, " when Christianity could properly dominate the schools."
This is indeed a humiliating confession and a
shameful result of our mongrel non-sectarianism,
that the anniversary of the birth of our Redeemer, of the Founder of our Christianity, may
not be observed by a Christian people lest offense
be given to those who nailed Him to the Cross.
What an ungrateful, ignoble act by a Christian
people ! During almost two thousand years the
civilization which was founded on the Cross has
waged a brave and triumphant contest with Jew
and Turk, with infidel and Hindu, and now must
it strike its colors and surrender to the Jew ?
Shame ! Shame !!

the Christ (le Christ) from the class-room. I
have been apprized of this neither by you nor
by the inspector ; ?you have both, then, failed
in your duty by thus disposing of the school
furnishing, the property of the commune, without the mayor's authorization. Your predecessors, the prefects of the Lower-Seine, manifested
a very different regard for what is proper.
Times have changed ! I have no illusions about
the further measures that you will solicit from
the Government. But I wish to tell you that if
I, who was elected mayor and deputy by the sole
will of my constituents, am now the victim of
an abuse of power, at least I preserve the esteem
and the confidence of all the liberal-minded, of
all the honest men. To you I leave?the others !
Compliments, etc.,
Dc Pomersu.

...

EXPRESSIONS OF APPRECIATION AND
ENCOURAGEMENT.

Although the province of the Review is
especially New England and the United States,
it is by no means confined thereto. People in
all parts of the world, clergy and laity, read it
with interest and admire its work. We know
Tiik Roman correspondent of the Weekly this from our subscription listand from the letters
Freeman of Dublin giving a long list of bishops, we are constantly receiving. Here for instance
priests and members of the laity, from many dif- is a letter, from a priest in Canada, which tells
ferent countries received in audience in one day, its own story of how the Review is appreciated
there :?
by His Holiness, Pope Pius X., says :?
There is something bewildering in thinking
Broad Cove Chapel,
over this variety of names of distinguished perInverness Co., N. S., Canada.
sons from so many differentcountries representing so many different nationalities. Each has Editor Review .Please find enclosed four dollars? renewal of
its own special wants, its peculiar requests, its
individual relations to the Holy See. The great my subscription to the Review to Nov., 1909.
universal bond which binds the nations to the I beg to state that I amexceedingly well pleased
Sovereign Pontiff is as affectionate and as pow- with the Review. I
feel as if I could not get
erful in the case of Germany as of Spain, and of
along
splendid
without this
Catholic weekly.
the United States as of Italy. Each personage
Our co-religionists in New England and Canreceived by the Pope expresses his desires and
wants in a different form; but all seem to find ada have just reason to be proud of their three
comfort and consolation in the visit paid to the excellent weeklies?the Sacred Heart Review
Holy Father. The series of receptions is a mar- the Casket and the Catholic Record.
With
vellous phase in the life of the nations that are
wishes,
remain,
best
I
In
of
the
difpresence
Pope
Catholic.
the
the
Yours truly,
ficulties and trials of each individual diocese
seem to shrink; and the bishop from France,
(Rev.)A. Macpherson.
now perplexed by the persecution that is threatAnd here is another from a distant part of the
ening, as well as the missionary from Africa or
United
States :?
the ambassador from Spain, comes forth from
Carrington, North Dakota,
the presence of the Pontiff with courage renewed and hope revived for the work that
Nov. 28, 1906.
awaits them.
Editor Review :
To the ordinary visitor or pilgrim, whether
Enclosed please find check for five dollars.
lay or clerical, it frequently happens that the
day on which he first sees the Pope is a day that Take my subscription out of this amount, and
is forever remembered throughout all the years mail to some poor missionaries two copies of the
of his after life. It stands out unparalleled by Sacked Heart Review, and for anything over
all other events, and unequalled in the joy of or above I hold
myselfresponsible.
the memory it awakens.
The Sacred Heart Review is a Catholic
journal that we should all be proud of?clear,
A BRAVE FRENCH MAYOR.
terse, and a true exponent of the Church of our
M. Doliveux, school-inspector for Rouen, in Fathers. God bless your work!
France, issued not long since a circular, orderYours sincerely,
ing the teachers of the Lower-Seine to take
(Rev.) J. A. McDonald.
down any religious emblems that might be found
in their class-rooms. Thereupon, a number of
A THOUGHT FOR THE CHRISTMAS SEASON.
the mayors in this department had these sacred
emblems replaced, and even, in some instances,
As we wish, to all our readers, a Happy
sealed into the walls Among these brave men Christmas tide, as we already cry with the
was M. dc Pomersu, mayor of Houlme, who was angels at Bethlehem:
" Glory to God in the
consequently suspended from his official posi- highest, and on Earth peace to men of goodtion. To the sentence of suspension he replied will ! " a thought of unhappy France, once the
by the following manly letter, which we trans- so-called eldest daughter of the Church, saddens
late from Le Petit Temps for Oct. 14, 1906 :
us, and the momentous question arises " Can
such terrible conditions as now exist in that
Monsieur le prefet :
I have received the communication of the sen- wretched country ever occur in our own land,
tence whereby you have deemed fit to suspend where we Catholics now enjoy so many privime from my functions as mayor because I have leges and a notable freedom ?
"
replaced, as I had the right to do, the crucifix
Can it indeed be possible that evil shall ever
taken down from the school at H6ron. I asked
you to give to me the text of any law that have the sway here to such a disastrous extent
obliges me to allow the religious emblem, en- that God's name shall be banished by vote from
trusted to my guardianship, to be removed with- the nation's councils, and the very idea of His
out my consent or knowledge. You have given existence from the nation's schools ; and that
me no explanation of this, although you surely
public officials shall boast, openly and proudly,
know the illegality of your position. Contrary
to the most ordinary usages and courtesies, the that they not only eliminated the belief but even
teacher in my commune has received directly the bare idea of a hereafter from the minds of
from the school-inspector the order to remove men ? Shall we ever be told that wealth, ease,
?

?

?
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material advantages, the fleeting joys of time
and earth, are the only goods after which it is
worth one's while, or is of any use, to strive ?
Can such things as these be possible in our
nation's future ? Alas, they are only too possible. Already is the mad pursuit of wealth and
amusement going on, around us ; divorce reigns
rampant in these United States; dissension
rules in the religious world.
At this momentous epoch a tremendous work
lies before the Catholic Church. This Church,
God's one pure bride, claims for her children
that they shall be educated as Christians, as
Catholic boys and girls, taught before all things
else that there is a God, supreme over all things :
that this one true God has His one true
Church ; and that, to Godprimarily, and above
all things else, their service and love in His one
true Church are due.
In France an evil work has begun with the
nation's children, an endeavor not only to sap
their faith in God but to bring them up as
though God did not exist. This fact is as a
warning voice crying out to us Catholics in
America that we must strive on our part, more
intensely than ever before, to deepen and
strengthen in our children, in everypossible way,
true faith in God, true loyalty to His Church,
true love to their fellow-men. Thus shall they
be prepared, in the future, as American men and
women, to meet, valiantly and unitedly, any and
all difficulties that shall beset our country's
future.
How is this pre-eminently important task to
be accomplished ? Is it to be by taking pains
to have our boys and girls, our young men and
women, resemble Protestants as much as possible, act like non-Catholics, talk like them, move
smoothly in the " social swim," seek as their
prime ambition the mayoralty, the governorship,
even the possible Presidential chair ? Or is it
by making them the equal of the non-Catholic
in all needful worldly knowledge, and yet by
instilling in them the beauty of holiness, the
true fragrance of sanctity, to such far superior
degree that all men shall say of them :?
" Tell us of the religion that makes of these
young men such true noble men, and of these
girls such angels, as pure as lilies and as upright
as the eternal hills! "
No commonplace ordinary Catholics are going
to save the United States from thefate of France;
no jangling, envious, party Catholics are going
to win our country to the Church. Where is
our Windhorst, where our Count dc la Montalembert, where our Daniel O'Connell, where our
Thomas More, where our Garcia dc Moreno, our
Frederic Ozanam? Who equals them, in these
United States ? It is Catholic laymen like these
we need. And how many of our Catholic graduates will give us clear, graphic, sympathetic,
brilliant, soul-awakening accounts of all or any
of them ?
?

?

?

OUR GRADUATES.

The first thing that we have to teach our boys
and girls, our Catholic students, is a personal
belief in and a personal love of God, and then
can
tok»ve their neighbor as themselves. We
fundamental
truth.
not too greatly estimate this
Bat do parents and guardians sufficiently consider for themselves the important matter, and
do our Catholic graduates carry it always into
practise? Is Jesus Christ their first thought,
their chief aim, their glorious ambition, their
supreme love ? Do they seek above all things
else, with loyal hearts, the greater glory of God ?
Or do they sometimes count all this as too
"pious," forgetting that piety is one of the
seven great gifts of the Holy Spirit Himself ?
"If that mind be in you which was also in
Jesus Christ," we shall be able to face and con-
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quer each and every foe for we shall be at one when all else is done and said : "I count all
in God's service, obedient to the Church's head. things dross, for the excellency of the knowlBut, 3gain, is this the case always ? Out of the edge of Christ Jesus my Lord." Not intellect
abundance of the heart the mouth gpeaketh. alone makes the educated Catholic, but intellect

As an actual fact, are our Catholic politicians,
our Catholic social leaders, our Catholic graduates entering on their life career, really and
truly chivalrous in their love and loyal service
of God's one true Church, and of Jesus Christ
their King and their Redeemer, Who gave no
less than all His life and blood for them? Are
our young men and women fired with a holy
zeal to win the land to the Church of the Living
God? Do our convent girl graduates, do the
young men of our Catholic colleges, glory in
their heritage ¥ And?whether they have been
educated in the academies of the Sacred Heart
or of Notre Dame, or at the Jesuit colleges, or
the Catholic University, or at the University of
Notre Dame, do they clasp hands with a holy
pride and with true fraternal affection, because
they have all alike drunk at the fountains of
Holy Mother Church, and have gained more
there, by far, than all Harvard, Vale, Oxford,
combined, could give them ? Do they seek jirst
the kingdom of God and His righteousness ? Is
the sign of the Cross their glory or their shame ?
Do they want to convert America to the Catholic Church, or are they too much absorbed in
mundane affairs to think of that ?
AN EDUCATED CATHOLIC.

What is "an educated Catholic?" Is he one
who is conversant, easily and fluently and
thoroughly, with the languages, sciences, politics art, poetry, culture, the social questions, of
these days and of elder days? By no means.
An educated, a cultured Catholic, is conversant, easily, fluently, thoroughly, with the doctrines, history, customs, consecrated language,
missions, missionary work, religious orders, aims
battles, conquests, high endeavor, heroic sanctity, the übiquitous action, unlimited endeavor,
unparalleled beauty, unequalled glory, of the
Catholic Church. He knows the lives of the
Popes as well as of the Ca;sars; his St.
Thomas and his St. Augustine are to him as
great in intellect as his Virgil or his Cicero,
and far more attractive ; the history of the
Church, of her saints, of her founders of religious orders, is beyond all other history and any
romance to him. He knows the world's learning and he prizes it, just so far as it is God-given,
and uplifting ; but he is not blinded by it to
the higher beauty and the noble teaching that
religion gives.
The educated Catholic can tell you how many
bishops' sees are in our country as readily as
how many states are in the union ; you will
not find him blundering about "monks" in the
Philippines, or "friars" in St Benedict's
days. He is not ashamed to wear the scapular or to be seen with a rosary; and he is
prouder of his Immaculate Queen's livery than
of a Freemason's grip or a society siren's
smile. The rosary, the scapular, are the sign of
his lineage, beside which our New England
ancestry is dwarfed into a shadow ; and the
educated Catholic knows the history of this
livery, and its antiquity, and the "invincible
ignorance" of his fellow-countrymen causes in
him compassion and the desire of better days.
An educated Catholic?he is a St. Thomas
of Aquin, declaring that he has learned more
at the foot of his crucifix than over his books.
"Too late have I
He is an Augustine, crying
of
days,yet ever
O
ancient
Beauty
known thee,
laying
a
his vast
Pasteur,
new!" He is Louis
humbly
discoveries
at Christ's feet. Shall we
dare go further yet ? The truly educated
Catholic is one who like St. Paul cries out,

:

sanctified by divine grace and inflamed with
divine love.

CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.

CCCCXXXVI.
Mr. Lansing, on page 34, dilating on the dangers to be expected from Rome, says : "Already
wise and careful publicists have told us that we
might look for the time when Roman Catholics
will demand a division of the school fund."
Bless and preserve the man ! The thing has
come to pass already. Why should it not?
Has Mr. Lansing never heard that sound saying "Nothing is ever settled finally until it is
settled right."
If Mr. Lansing means that a demand will ever
prevail that the State shall hand over a share of
the public funds to private schools without
ample guarantees that they shall be well spent,
without an ample regulative power, he may set
his heart at rest. The people will never tolerate this, and no reasonable person will ever
demand it.
We may judge what the claims of the Roman
Catholics really are, by following their controversy in England. There they are willing to'give
the Government the use of their school buildings,
the right to examine their teachers, and to dismiss these if found unworthy or incapable, and
the right to supervise the whole course of general
instruction. On the other hand they demand
the right of appointing active Catholics as
teachers, of dismissing them if found religiously
or morally unacceptable, and of giving definite
religious instruction in school hours or out of

:

them.

Now what is there in this unreasonable ?
Nothing, if the relation between parents and
children is ethical, if parents have an inalienable right to bring up their children in their
own religion. As Goldwin Smith says (although I believe he opposes the claim)the Catholics insist that their schools no less than their
homes, their churches and their Sunday-schools,
shall have "a Catholic atmosphere."
In what way do parents lose the natural right
of receiving State aid for the general education
of their children by insisting on providing
guarantees for their adequate religious education ?
I can think of two arguments. The first is
that of the Socialists, as represented by the
English writer Mr. Wells, author of the singular tale, " When the Sleeper Wakes."
Mr. Wells, in the name of the Socialists,
explicitly denies that parents have any other
than a purely physical relation to their children.
Marriage, in the Christian sense, he utterly
rejects, as something outworn. He admits he
says, of no other family for the future than
the State. The sacred ties of father and
mother, of son and daughter, of brother and
sister, mean little or nothing more to him than
the now obsolete terms of lord and vassal. He
evidently holds that children should be the
chance fruits of temporary connections, to be
handed over at birth, or soon after, to the State,
and brought up in squads and platoons, on
Plato's plan, with only casual opportunity to
know the meaning of filial reverence or fraternal affection, or of the ties of kindred, as a link
between the helplessness of the individual and
the crushing immensity of the race, or of the
nation.
Of course in such an illimitable phalanstery,
called a State, parents will have no rights in the
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religious education of their children, for they
will have no rights whatever over their children.
Pedigrees will doubtless be kept more carefully,
then than now, but for purely physical ends, somewhat as we keep the pedigrees of race-horses.
They will be kept chiefly to avoid the dangers,
not of consanguineous marriages, for there will
be no marriages to avoid, but of consanguineous
connections. There will be little more account
made of the relation between parent and child
than we now make of the relation between acow
and her calf, or a mare and her foal.
Doubtless the Socialist state will have a religion, for, as the agnostic Tyndall says, you
might as well talk of suppressing the tides as of
suppressing the religious instinct.* Some form
of atheistic worship, more or less like Buddhism, which also is atheistic, will probably be
set up, and all citizens required, under varying
penalties, to join in its rites, just as the early
Christians, while left perfectly free to think
as they liked about the gods, were required by
Roman law under pain of death, to sacrifice to
the genius of the Emperor.
Dissentient religions would be totally suppressed, with a relentlessness such as Socialism
only will be able to exemplify, or at most accorded a precarious indulgence, revocable at
the will of the Government, if a religion was
thought to be becoming too influential. It was
neither the rites nor the doctrines of the Christians that moved the just and benignant Trajan
to persecute them, but his fear of their brotherhoods, as traversing the supremacy of the
Empire. Now Socialism is likely to have a
horror of brotherhoods that traverse the policy
of the State, greater than even the horror felt
for them by the Empire.
However, Mr. Lansing and his associates
still believe, more or less, in Christian marriage, and the Christian family. They are therefore not likely to be pleased with Mr. Wells'
denial of parental rights.
The other plan is that by which the governing power in a Christian State, persuaded that
its own Church is the only true one, denies to
dissentient Christians both the right of worship
and the right of bringing up their children in
their own religion. It does not deny this right
religiously, outside of Christo Jews, as being,
tian jurisdiction.
Now this theory was fully established in the
mind of Lewis XIV., and in England was a
point upon which Anglicans and Puritans were
Charles
at one. When the Parliament accused
to
at
the
Catholic
connive
I of an inclination
education of Catholic children, the King angrily
that he was
denied the charge, and declared
the
Puritans
to take
as
just as much determined
to
Papists,"
brought
be
of
away the children
" the Church of Engup in the true doctrine of
land. Archbishop Laud doubtless agreed with
practises.
his master, for all his Catholicizing
a
reconcilihave
meditated
He is not likely to
of a reation with Rome except on condition
an
allowof
and
Trent,
versal of the definitions
of
easy
and
notions
ance of the rather free
and
ritualist,
rigorous
Erasmus. Laud was a
a good
is understood to have been doctrinally
deal of a latitudinarian.

Charles
Now Lansing, while hostile to Lewis,
in
urging
all
and Laud, fully agrees with them
think,
may
that children, whatever their parents
his
religion.
should be brought up in
We will detail this more fully in our next.
Charles C.Starbuck.

unbelievers assemble regularly in the catacombs, with wild cries invoking Ashtoreth, or
Baal, or Moloch.

Religous Maxims.

Churc alendar.
C
Sunday, Dee. 16.

Sunday.

Third Sunday in Advent. Epistle, PhilipRejoice in the Lord always: again I say
pians iv. 4-7 ; gospel, St. John i. 19-28. The rejoice. The Lord is nigh.?St. Paul.
Church's sacred liturgy for the third Sunday
Like the dawning of the morning
in Advent and for the intervening time until
On the mountain's golden heights,
Christmas rings with a holy joy. The introit
Like the breaking of the moonbeams
for the Sunday condenses the words of the
On the gloom of cloudy nights,
Like a secret of the angels
epistle into these": " Rejoice in the Lord alGetting known upon the earth,
ways : again I say rejoice. Let your modesty
Is the Mother's Expectation
be known to all men: for the Lord is nigh.
Of Messias' speedy birth.
Be nothing solicitous; but in everything by
prayer _let your requests be made known to Monday.
God." The gradual exclaims : " Thou, O Lord,
Ye faint-hearted, take courage, and fear not:
that sittest upon the Cherubim, stir up Thy behold our God will come and will save us.
might, and come. Give ear, O Thou that rulest
Thou wert happy, blessed Mother,
Israel: Thou that leadest Joseph like a sheep,
With the very bliss of heaven,
Since the Angel's salutation
Alleluia, Alleluia. Stir up Thy might, O Lord,
In thy raptured ear was given.
and come : that Thou mayest save us." The
Since the Aye of that midnight
offertory says : " Lord, Thou hast blessed Thy
When thou wert anointed Queen,
land: Thou hast turned away [the captivity of
Like a river overflowing
Jacob : Thou hast forgiven the iniquity of Thy
Hath the grace within thee been.
people." The Lesson for Wednesday in Tuesday.
Ember week is from the glorious prophecy of
Arise, O Jerusalem, and stand on high and
Isaias, foretelling blessed and consoling events :
behold
the joy that cometh to thee from thy God.
mountain of the house of the Lord shall
"beThe
On the mountains of Judea,
prepared on the top of mountains, and it
Like the chariot of the Lord,
above
the
all
hills,
be
exalted
and
shall
nations
Thou
wert lifted in thy spirit
shall flow unto it. And many people shall go,
the Uncreated Word ;
By
and say: Come and let us go up to the mounGifts and graces flowed upon thee
tain of the Lord, and to the house of the God of
In a sweet celestial strife,
And the growing of thy Burden
Jacob, and He will teach us His ways, and we
Was the lightening of thy life,
will walk in His paths : for the Lord shall |come
and
the
word
Sion,
of the Lord from Wednesday.
forth from
Jerusalem. And He shall judge the Gentiles,
People of Sion, behold the Lord shall come
and rebuke many people and they shall turn
save the nations ; and the Lord shall make
to
their swords into ploughshares, and their spears
glory of His voice to hi heard in the joy of
the
into sickles : nation shall not lift up sword
heart.
your
against nation, neither shall they be exercised
Ah ! what wonders have been in thee
any more to war. 0 house of Jacob, come ye,
All the day and all the night,
and let us walk in the light of the Lord." The
While the angels fell before thee,
communion for Friday says : " Behold the Lord
To adore the Light of Light;
While the glory of the Father
shall come, and all His saints with Him ; and
Hath been in thee as a home,
there shall be in that day a great light." The
And
the sceptre of creation
Lesson for Friday tells us that " the Lord God
Hath been wielded in thy womb.
shall come with strength, and His arm shall
rule," and that " He shall feed His flock like a Thursday.
shepherd; He shall gather together the lambs
O house of Jacob, come ye, and let us walk
them
in
and
shall
take
arm,
up
His
His
in
the light of the Lord our God !
with
bosom, the Lord our God." So ring magnifiOh, the sweet strains of the Psalmist
Were a joy beyond control,
cently the sacred words, mingled, too, with
And the visions of the Prophets
prayers and supplications and ardent sighs : for
Burnt like transports in thy soul ;
this is Gaudete Sunday, the Sunday of Rejoicthe
Burden that was growing,
But
ing, but it ushers in also the Ember Days of
And was felt so tenderly,
fasting and prayer. Yes, " Rejoice in the
It was heaven, it was heaven,
Come before its time to thee 1
Lord," says the epistle ; and also, " in everything, by prayer and supplication, with thanks- Friday.
giving, let your petitions be made known to
Lift up your gates, O ye princes, and be ye
God." What then ? " The peace of God, which lifted up, O eternal gates, and the King of
surpasseth all understanding, keep your hearts Glory shall enter in.
and minds in Christ Jesus." Is not this the
Every moment did that Burden
Christmas blessing ? "On earth peace to men of
Press upon thee with new grace ;
good will." These are specimens of the Church's
Happy Mother! Thou art longing
To behold the Saviour's Face.
beautiful liturgy for these days of preparation to
Oh, His human Face and Features
celebrate our Saviour's birth. Oh, that all her
Must be passing sweet to see ;
children would study her offices, and enter into
hast seen them, happy Mother !
Thou
they
might
so
spirit,
the
that
more fittingly
Ah,
then, show them now to me.
greet the Messias on Christmas Day !

:

:

Monday, Dee. 17.

Of the Feria.
Tuesday, Dee. 18.
Expectation of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
Wednesday, Dee. 19.

Of the Feria.
Thursday, Dec. 20.

Vigil of St. Thomas, Apostle.

*Ab Vance Thompson shows, many Parisian
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Friday, Dec. 21.

St. Thomas, Apostle.
Saturday, Dec. 22.

Of the Feria.

Saturday.

Who shall ascend into the mountain of the
Lord, or who shall stand in His holy place ? the
innocent in hands, and clean of heart.
Thou hast waited, child of David,
And thy waiting now is o'er !
Thou hast seen Him, blessed Mother,
And wilt see Him evermore !
O His human Face and Features,
They were passing fair to see;
Thou beholdest them this moment,
Mother, show them now to me !
?Father Fabee.
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and workshops of the world those pale mechan- a cemetery for dogs, cats, birds, and other
ics, those anaemic and wasted women, and bring domestic animals, had been opened.
them here. I would take them from the stifling These few but telling facts furnish a striking
atmosphere
where they breathe poison, and fill illustration of the senseless mania of regarding
?The Queen?s Tragedy.?
lungs
their
with
the strong clean salt air from the animal as a brother of man, his equal in
In "The Queen's Tragedy" by the Rev.
nature and essence. Indeed, the intelligence of
the
sea. For therumble and thunder of machinRobert Hugh Benson, the author gives us vivid
animals is almost universally defended by
soothing
I
ever
sounds
ery
give
would
them the
pictures of thereign of Queen Mary of England, of
oil
modern naturalists."
waves.
the
smell
of
and
winds and
For
the half sister of Elizabeth and of Edward VI. rags, and the odorsof streets and slums, I would
In this interesting book the reverend author
The story is remarkable for its acute delinea- give them the intoxicating perfume of winds proves in a clear and simple manner the essentions of character, and for the dominant teaching odorous from their march over purple heather tial difference between the soul of a man and the
of a loyal fidelity to honor and to truth. The and yellow broom, and the subtle scents that soul of a brute. In doing so he confines himportrayal of this fidelity in Jane Dormer and breathe from seaweeds washed with brine, and self to the specific activities of each. His arguDick Keersley, and its gradual growth in Guy
exhaling its sweetness and strength. And I ments are based on the following syllogism.
Manton is something well worth careful study, would
say to them : Here, rest and forget! "True instinct and [rational] intelligence differ
and is to be seriously recommended to the world Plunge in these breakers, sleep on this healthy essentially. Now the brute possesses instinct
of today. It was a fidelity shown, not to a Queen
hillock ; read, and pause, and think all day ! and no trace of intelligence. Therefore, man
of winning manners, shrewd address, and per- The cares of life have no place here ! They and brute differ essentially."
sonal charm, but to a sovereign striving to do have ? folded their tents like the Arabs.' There
This scholarly volume is a most valuable conher duty, who had no personal graces to hold
tribution.
We trust it will find its way into the
dome
of
over
here
but
the
blue
nothing
you
is
men's loyalty, a sovereign, too, who failed in Heaven, and the Eye of God looking through! hands of those who bestow more care on their
her undertakings and was grievously disapThe English have long ago discovered these cats and dogs than they do in bringing up their
pointed in the carrying out of her holy aims. nooks of paradise on the Irish coast. They children. Publisher: B. Herder, St. Louis,
Therefore the fidelity of the few who stood faith- have
so completely monopolized one or two Mo. Price seventy-five cents.
fully by her, despite the failures, serving her down
there in the kingdom of Kerry that they
because loyalty was duty and because of a noble feel quite resentful since the natives have found
oGt?lhTrifesoHSacJrefdt esus.?
affection, is something very uplifting to read of,
the
ten
or
several
During
years
past
twenty
actually
courageout those beauty spots, and are
and makes this work attractive in an extraordion
to
the
books
devotion
Sacred
Heart
of
Jesus
right
to share them.
ous enough to demand a
been
Of
if
are
these,
nary degree. The portrayal, too, of Mary's strong
published.
any
have
few
But all these bronzed and ruddy Irish, with
endeavors for Christian unity, of her devout life, health and life in every movement, feet that more instructive and devotional than The
of her ardent seeking for God's glory, should spring lightly from the turf, clean, ruddy bodies, Glories of the Sacred Heart of Jesus from the
original of the Rev. M. Hausherr, S. J. The
rouse the reader to noble things; and the tender as
you see when they plunge from rock or aim
description of her death-bed is soothing to one's
of the reverend author is to impart to his
springboard and cut their way, like natives of
own saddened soul. There is a certain grave
reader
authentic information concerning devothe element, across the sea, what are they,doing
restraint about "The Queen's Tragedy" that here ? Taking their holidays ? There are no tion to the Sacred Heart. In this he has
distinguishes it from the author's story "By
succeeded most admirably. May this pious work
holidays in Ireland ; for every day is a holiday.
What Authority ?" a vivid portrayal of Eliza- We take the best out of life, and laugh at the written in the spirit of the writings of Blessed
bethan days. One feels a conviction that the world pursuing its phantoms across the weary Margaret Mary have many readers, and may it
author will yet give us a picture of the last years wastes bleached with the bones of the unsuccess- be the means of drawing numerous souls nearer
of Elizabeth, as he has already so well portrayed ful and the fallen. We don't teach the philo- to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Benziger Brothers,
New York, publishers.
Price $1.25.
her sister's closing days.
1
sophy of the schools well; but we practise the
The book shows some degree of hasty writing philosophy of life perfectly. So thinks, evidently,
?The Ought to Be?s.?
though it is very brilliant writing on the
statuesque Englishman, whose nerves are
my
This thoughtful and practical little volume by
whole a few odd mistakes should be rectified.
startled by our exuberant spirits. So
somewhat
For instance, on page 247, we are told that" the think these German lads, who, amazed at Irish the Rev. J. T. Roche is sure to do an immense
amount of good. It gives a very interesting
with her hands empty in
Queen was sitting
generosity, believe the donors of these innumer- account of the Ought-to-be Catholics,?those
on
smiling
head
her
hand,
and
her
with
lap,
her
able sixpences millionaires, although the donors who for onereason or another have grown lukea puzzled look." Such things can be easily cormay be as poor as themselves. So think these
rected, later. What lingers on the memory is the two lonely Italian brothers, who vend their warm or negligent in the practise of their religion. "The root of almost all the defection
majestic and upright soul in Mary's worn, poor,
pretty artistic paper-weights at fabulous prices. from the Church," Father Roche says, "is
in
coming
faith
the
of
body;
her
God's
stricken
They are Garibaldians, if you please, brought simply and plainly sin, and that species of sin
kingdom ; her seeking Him through all mistake,
up to believe that a government of priests is the whose wages are eternal death." But this is
all failure ; and then, the marvelous pictures of
worst in the world. They have been beaten not the only reason which the author gives for
the end, the death, when she who had failed to
into orthodoxy by the old Irishwoman, who nominal Catholics. Many others are enumerwin the love and understanding of her people befeeds them as if they were her own children, ated in the course of his book. B. Herder, St.
held the love and the loveliness of her God. That
and thinks she has a right therefore to chastise
the book will arouse questions and disputes as their irreligion. But all carry back to their Louis, Mo., publisher. Price, in paper cover,
thirty cents; in cloth cover, fifty cents.
to Mary's character, even now, is probable.
the Irish are the freest,
that
the
idea
homes
That it ought to arouse in thoughtful men very
gayest, most irresponsible people on the surface
A Valuable Translation.
serious and reverent consideration, is sure. We of
the earth." Price $2.00.
and
ecclesiastical students will
Priests

NeB
w ooks.

"

...

"

"

"

...

shall never, here, sufficiently fathom the weight
that God's judgments allow to the real " intention "of the acts of those in authority. Publisher, B. Herder, St. Louis, Mo. Price $1.50.

?The Humanizing of the Brute.?

The tendency of the present day to humanize
the brute is opposed most strenuously in the
?Under the Cedars and the Stars.?
above volume by the Rev. H. Muckermann,
The publishing house of Benziger Brothers, S. J. In the initial chapter, Father MuckerNew York, has issued an edition of Under mann says: It is a well-known fact that in the
the Cedars and the Stars by the gifted author, homes of the upper ten thousand special serthe*"Rev. P. A. Sheehan, D. D. The scholarly vants in charge of animal pets play an imporessays which make up this volume appeared tant part. It is the interesting duty of these
originally as magazine articles. They show favored mortals to rouse the lovely poodles,
Doctor Sheehan not only as a talented writer pugs, and pussies from pleasant slumbers, to atbut as an industrious student and a close ob- tend to their toilet and attire, to take them out
server. As a sample of his charming style we for a drive on bright and sunny days, or lead
them a-promenading down a cool and shady
quote the following paragraphs :?
Why doesn't all the world come to Ireland avenue, and, last not least, to dance humble atat least for the few days of quiet breathing and tendance upon their charges when feasting at a
torpor which summer brings, and which even lordly and luxurious table. Houses of refuge
the most exacting Shylock of the modern world, and asylums for orphaned cats have been erected
[and at Boston] and it was reported
must allow ? If I were a Croesus-philanthrofrom
out
all
the
I
would
take
factories
from
Paris
that at the time of the last exposition
pist,

"

"

...

"

"

'

'

find
the Rev. Wilfrid Lescher's translation of Berardus Bonjoannes "Compendium of Summa Theologica " of St. Thomas Aquinas an eminently
useful and instructive volume. The reverend
translator has succeeded in rendering into plain
English this sixteenth century work which has
many advantages over later ones. The first
volume is printed and bound in first class style
and sells for $1.75. Benziger Brothers, New
York, publishers.
Young men and

young women who are thinking about entering the religious state will find
" A Little Book of the Inner Life, " by a Monk,
exceedingly helpful. In this little volume of
sixty-six pages the reverend author tells in the
first section what the spiritual life is, and what
is the chief end or aim of such a life; and in
the second section he treats of prayer and its
necessity. B. Herder, St. Louis, Mo., publisher.
Price thirty cents.

?The Lady in Crimson and
Other Tales.?
The eight charming sto-

ries by Ymal Oswin which
make up this dainty and
presentable volume will be
read with great interest.
They are realistic, instructive and exhilarating. Benziger Brothers, New York,
publishers. Price sixty
cents.

?The Other Miss Lisle.?
This charming story by
M. C. Martin is one which

deserves

to

have many

readers. It is written in
a most pleasing and natural
style. The various scenes
are presented in a clear and
vivid manner. From the
first to the last page there
is enough of action to make
the story very interesting

Benziger
and readable.
Brothers, publishers, New
York. Price $1.25.
?Robert Southwell, S. J.?

Whoever desires

to

read

a very interesting and wellwritten sketch of the Key.

Robert Southwell, S. J.,
poet, priest and martyr during the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, should not fail to
procure a copy of the dainty
and presentable volume by
I. A. Taylor. Published
by B. Herder, St. Louis, Mo.
Price seventy cents.
?The Church and Kindness
to Animals.?

Burns-Oates have brought
out a book of 196 pages
which appeals at once to all
lovers of animals.
" The
Church and Kindness to
Animals" contains three
chapters, "Condemnation of
Bull-Fights," Animals in
"
the Lives and Legends of
Saim,s," and " A Cloud of
Modern Witnesses." There
are six illustrations. Price
*1.00.
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AN you think of a more fitting Christmas present than that which
will connect the name of a friend with The Catholic Encyclopedia
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and many others, whose interest in the work?regardless of Creed or posttion in life?has made them ]>roud to share the honor which the ])rinting
of their names on the Roll of Promoters will bring them and their
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most noteworthy publication of recent years. Com12,000 pages (15 massive volumes), will be an
comprise
it
will
pleted,
"etW
absorbing review of all the achievements of the Catholic Church, its history?
the history of its influence on civinzation and the upbuilding of nations. No
work like this has ever before been published in English, ami the interest
which will be inseparable from its pages?aside from the new light which will be
shed on many controverted subjects?can only be appreciatedon reflecting Ik.w vast
influence of this great religious body, and how that influence has extended
is the
i)ac i_ through countless epochs, interweaving with the destinies of all the
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Every article secured for the Encyclopedia will be written from the
Catholic point of view, and each article will be secured from an eminent
liv '"g authority and signed by him, so that there will be no question of ?*\u2666_ \u25a0»«*» | iysjf s_~s*,
the work's scholarship and authority.
_________t
No one who admires great writing should fail to take advantage of
so
it),
and by
doing identify his
tllis advance offer (if he can afford
%&l
name?or the name of a cherished friend or relative?with The Catholic

____sP*>tt__.

CHRISTMAS OFFER

No more beautiful Christmas present could be given a young man,
a daughter, a wife or mother?or the head of the family, than an advance
\etfr
subscription for a full set of The Catholic Encyclopedia with the name of
the recipient printed among the names of Original Promoters' in the first
volume, the name of the donor on presentation page, and an Original Promoters' Certificate
(suitable for framing) made out in the recipient's name, dated December 25th, as a Christmas
.by simply
.__,_.
,
token of the great honor the giver has extended.l>eautiful
?
Chnstmis Present
writing
YOU can easily make arrangements for this
for
the
subscription
binding
you
sending
us
cash
prefer.
etc.,
and then
for order blank, prices,
and send the beautiful Original
We will immediately acknowledge your order, fill out We
will also?at once? end to
morning.
Promoters' Certificate for presentation Christmas
the printers the name you desire inserted among the Original Promoters (yours or another's,
as specified) and soon after the first of the year will deliver the completed first volume of
the Catholic Encyclopedia with the specified name published as an Original Promoter.
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?The Master Touch.?
WILL
POSITIVELY
CLOSE
ON
HOWEVER,
OFFER,
THIS
..? .-?
THE DAY THE FIRST VOLUME IS READY FOR PRESS.
In the above charming
S aY& ~?' .?' ..-"
Write us or send coupon at once.
%
little volume the author,
ROBERT APPLETON COMPANY, Publishers, Room 706,1 Union Square, S*fjL
/>',
/''
W. Q., tells a most pathetic
London.
Chicago,
New York,
«T
story about the trials and
temptations of a young
With the present volume, the new quarterly,
I_ a scholarly essay on The Secret of the
sculptor. Longmans, Green and Company, New
Church Music, passes into the hands of the Cell," the eminent professor, Dr. B. C. A.
York, publishers. Price forty cents.
well-known publishing house of J. Fischer and Windle, shows that biology and the cognate
New York. Hereafter it will be pub- ! sciences are not adverse to the Catholic teachBrother,
?The Divinity of Christ.?
lished bi-monthly, and the subscription price ing of a soul "or principle of life." PubThe admirablelecture on The Divinity of has
been reduced from %'2 00 to $1.50. The lished by B. Herder, St. Louis, Mo. Price fifteen
Christ" which was delivered in England last
November number contains several instructive cents.
March by the Rev. Joseph Kickaby, S. J., is articles
among which we find "Suggestions on
now published in book form by B. Herder, St. Organizing
Boys' Choirs, and their Training,"
Louis, Mo. The reverend author treats his sub"A Breath of Irish Air" by P. G. Smyth
"Practical Hints for Organists on the Use of
ject from a theological rather than from a phil- the Ordo," "Letters from
is
one
of the entertaining articles to be found in
Pome on the Vatican
osophical point of view. Price fifteen cents.
the "Catholic Home Almanac" for 1907 which
Chant Books," etc.
is published by Benziger Brothers, New York.
Price twenty-five cents.
?The Higher Criticism.?
How can God, being infinitely good, permit
The scholarly and instructive lecture on The evil ? An answer to this very difficult question

"

"
Higher Criticism," which the Key. William
Barry, D. U., delivered at Westminster, England,
March 8, 1906, is now published in book form
by B. Herder, St. Louis, Mo., and sells for 15
cents in paper cover; 30 cents in cloth.

will be found in the able lecture delivered
recently by the Rev. A. B., Sharpe, M. A., on
"Evil : Its Nature and Cause," and now issued
in book form by B. Herder, St. Louis, Mo.
Price, in paper cover, fifteen cents.
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We have received from Miss Frances Scott,
274 Daly Street, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, a

"Catholic Scriptural Calendar" for 1907 containing a text for every day in the year. Price
postage paid, thirty-five cents.
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prayed for the souls in Purgatory.
Ayer's Hair Vigor, as now made from our new
TT
Please send membership cards
improved formula, does not stain or color the hair
vy*»
for the following who wish to beeven t0 tne slightest degree. Gray hair, white
*
hair, blonde hair is not made a shade darker.
come members:?
\_ /_~
it certainly does stop falling hair.
But
,'m
-j
m
/ /
Cassie Steele, Alice Dunn, Nora
J. C. AyerCo..
Bjf \u25a0mm
M M__ f M m This
is an entirely newpreparaLowell. Mass.
tion, jumplaced on the market.
Jenkins, Agnes Trainor, Genevieve
Trainor, Ellen Higgins, Helen
Doucette, May LeClaire, Annie There is a renewed interest in the old this month. Uncle Jack welchapter this winter because many comes you as one of his nephewsand
Corcoran, Margaret Cbaisson.
small boys who were waiting to join wishes you great success in your
Your loving niece,
have come to the right age, eight new position.
Winifride Corcoran.
years, and a number of new boys
How gladly Uncle Jack welcomes
have moved into the neighborhood.
these new members, and how deSometimes I meet a smiling boy
lighted he is that the girls of St.
I do not recognize, a new
Joseph's Academy are going to keep whom
Why will you buy wood from pedlers
resident. He is sure to ask me if
up the work of the Little Defenders.
he may come, thus showing that on the street, who sell you from six to
?
the boys have already told him of eight barrels of wood for a dollar, when
you can get more wood for your money
Here is a boy's nice, careful
the Chapter. I am most grateful for from the George CI. Page Box Co., 1-13
letter. Is Walter a Little Defender ?
your letter and for the beautiful Hampshire street, Cambridgeport ? The
Please let us know.
benediction ofits ending.
barrels used by pedlers are usually the
smallest barrels they can find, and the
W. Somerville, Nov. 25, 1906.
Very sincerely Yours,
wood is cut long, bo that it will not pack
Dear Uncle Jack :
S G ' H close in the barrels.
The wood sold by
I am nine years old. I am in the
the George G. Page Box Co., is cut
Nov.
28,
Roxbury,
1906.
fifth grade. This is my first letter.
short, and they sell you five four-bushel
Would you like to know how I Dear Uncle Jack :
baskets full for a dollar, delivered in
I am a member of the Holy Child your cellar in Cambridge or Somerville
spent my vacation ? Papa, mamma,
sister, brother and I started at 11 Chapter. I have been at the last
a. m. and JLook an electric car for meeting.
We are having a little vacation,
Worcester. We had to wait about
fifteen minutes at Worcester. Papa from school from Wednesday till
1-13 Haipshin St.,
got us some refreshments, then we Monday morning, because Thurstook a car for Fitchburg. We day is Thanksgiving. I belong to Cambridgeport,
Mass.
passed Clinton, Lancaster, and Leo- a foot-ball team. I enjoy it very
minster. At Clinton we saw the much. We won the first game we
dam where the Metropolitan water played. I was ten years old on
comes from, that supplies Boston Oct. 14. My mother gave me a
and its suburbs.
pretty ring. I wear it every day.
Your loving nephew,
We got to Fitchburg at 4.80 i\ M,
Timothy D. Hurly. 15 School Street, Boston, Mass.
I was glad to get off the cars, as I
Room 64.
Telephone 1642 Main
was tired of riding. The next day
Can Timothy tell us anything
we visited Whalom park. We saw
abouthis patron saint, and how long
a bear, some deer, rabbits, squirrels
and with what still
monkeys and pheasints ; then papa ago he lived,
saint
his
name is associated?
greater
took us across the lake in a rowSLATE, TIN, COPPER AND GRAVEL
\u2666
boat. I went in bathing three
Roxbury, Nov. 28, 1906.
times. I would like to learn to swim Dear Uncle Jack :
but papa did not stay long enough.
I will tell you some things that
The next day I went fishing at Sher- I want you to know.
I belong to Metal Conductors, Gutters and
ley Reservoir ; I liked that best of the Holy Child Chapter. I attended
Outlets
all.
it last Sunday, Nov. 25, and we
Them I went to Wachusett and voted. I got assistant treasurer.
liked there because there were many I went to Pondevilie for one
day
swings and few people. We did last summer. There was a pig there OFFICE: 352 CAMIRIDQE STREET
not have time to go up to the top which was so
fat that he couldn't
EAST CAMBRIDQE
of the mountain. I went to see a stand.
Particular Attention paid to Repairing
ball game, but the game was called
I was eight years old last Dec. 22.
Roofs.
off because of a thunder-shower. I am in
the fifth grade in the DudTelephone 1816-2 Cambridge.
Sunday I went to Mass at St. Ber- ley School. I am
very glad to be
nard's Church. Good-by.
one of your nephews.
PLEASE MENTION THE
Walter Coleman.
William J. Bond.
On Sept. 10, 1899, the Holy Child
REVIEW WHEN PATRONA Merry
to you,
Chapter in Koxbury was founded. William ! YouChristmas
will be nine years
IZING OUR ADVERTISERS.
And today, in the month of December, that month when the Holy
Child was born in Bethlehem,
A GOOD APPETITE
Uncle Jack desires to congratulate
the faithful founder and secretary,
is a priceless treasure. You remember when, as it
seems now, you could eat anything," and it didn't
anew, and to print the little letter
" you ever thought that bread might
distress you. Have
not
that was
written for publication,
be the disturbing factor ?
but deserves to be published, so
edifying is the example unconBEST'S CELEBRATED MILK BREAD
sciously set to us all.
a
is particularly free from all substances which tend to
irritate the stomach, yet it is rich and nutritious.
Made
Roxbury, Nov. 28, 1906.
from the very best flour and pure milk.
Dear Uncle Jack:
Try a loaf for yourself.
I will write the account you ask
Price 10c. The family loaf sc.
for with pleasure. In the Review
of Oct. 11, 1902, there is a history
BEST BAKING CO.
of the Holy Child Chapter. I may
have to repeat a part of it and add
ROXBURY
something of the following years.
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Uncle Jack calls the children's
attention to the following pretty
lines, " When Christ Was Born."
How can you, as it were, hold your
cloak between the Infant Jesus and
the cold ? Can not you do some
kind loving act to some poor child,
at Christmas, for Jesus' sake.
When Christ Was Born.
When Christ, a little Babe, was
born
In Bethlehem, in Bethlehem,
When Christ, a little Babe was

born,
Oh, years and years ago.
With voices sweet, the angels came
To Bethlehem, to Bethlehem,
And Sang the Infant Jesus' Name,
Oh, years and years ago !
With hasty steps the shepherds
went

To Bethlehem, to Bethlehem,
And low before their Saviour bent,

Oh, years and years ago !
Ah, would I had been there to see,
In Bethlehem, in Bethlehem,
The Babe upon His Mother's knee,

Oh years and years ago !
And would I had been there to hold,
In Bethlehem, in Bethlehem,
My cloak between Him and the

cold,
Oh, years and years ago !

Defenders' Promise.
I wish to become a member of the
League of Little Defenders of the

Holy Name.
I promise not to take the Holy
Name in vain by cursing or swearing, or using bad words.
I promise to use my influence to
persuade others to join with me in
defending the Holy Name fr.m insult.
I promise to say to myself (not
aloud) whenever I hear any one
swear, " God"s Name be praised."
Cassie Steele, Nora Jenkins, Helen
Doucette, Julia Berrigan, Annie
Corcoran, May LeClair, Agnes
Trainor.
?

1

St. Joseph's Convent,
Charlottetown, P. E. 1.,
Nov. 29, 1906.
Dear Uncle Jack:
After two months vacation we
returned to school on the fifth of
September and found many changes.
Oar dear teacher, Mother St. Lucilla,
was called to a new field of labor,
and her place here was taken by
Mother St. Stanislaus. Many of
my last year's classmates did not
?

return.

Mother Superior and our teacher
wish us to keep up the L. D. H. X.
and we ourselves are most anxious
to do so. We held a meeting on
Sept. 16, and elected the following
officers: president and secretary,
Winifride Corcoran; treasurer,
Annie Murphy; librarian, Ethel
Barron ; assistant librarian, Louise
Lyons.
As we were enjoying beautiful
weather, our teacher took our members for a walk to the park where
we had our botany lesson ; she took
as to the cemetery also, where we
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THE SAO TIED HEAKT REVIEW.
AT THE NIGHT-WORKERS? MASS.

The Diocesan Director of the
Propagation of the Faith, was present at the Night-Workers'Chapel
Sunday, Dec. '/;, at the usual hour
for services, 3.30 a. m.., to celebrate the second anniversary Mass
of this little congregation in the
heart of the city, of which the
Rev. P. J. Lyons is the pastor.
This little chapel, which is otherwise known as the chapel of the
up the fragments that r e Immaculate Conception, and the
Gather
"
main lest they be lost."?John vi., 12. "Newspaper
Mow Chapel," is
located at 367 Washington Street,
Diocesan Director,
In his sermon Father Walsh
REV. JAMES ANTHONY WALSH, M. Ap.,
of the unusual fact of Mass
spoke
Residence :
Cathedral

being celebrated in Boston at such

75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass- an hour as that for the night
workers' service.
"You have
Thk Kkv. Db. Shahan says of come," he said, "after your night of
the early Church : " Every Chris- toil to meet within these humble
tian community sent out its swarms walls in the small hours of Sunday
of nameless missionaries, who pene- morning. And whatjjbrings you
trated the remotest valleys and here ? Not the alluring
joys of the
climbed the most inaccessible world ; not the love of companionregions. Throughout the first and ship ; not wealth of art or archisecond centuries there is observable tecture, or music, or the attraction
a universal propaganda." We are of speech, but your own
love of
not our own. We are Christ's, Christ in the sacrament oi the altar
t
and to be His, we should labor with ?a love practically expressed,
not
are
love where the needs of Christ
by word, but by act, for the test of
greatest, and where Providence love is sacrifice, and it
costs a sacripoints out our path. The quid sit fice for you to be here. You come
nobis is not the spirit of the dis- to this abode of peace and prayer
ciple of Christ
because of the love that is in the
world and has been from the beginTHE WEEK?S RETURNS.
ning of eternity.
"While the world about us sleeps
For Dec. (1 month)
you have come to assist in the cele*47.00 bration of the Mass ; the
Help of Christians, Newton.
only spot
Special Offering,
96.00
in our great city, the only place in
For Nov. (1 month)
New England where such a service
M6.15 at such an hour _is held. It is
St. Mary's, Charlestown*-'1.-'-»
strange, it is touching ; but it shows
St- Joseph's, Waltham.
Imm. Conception, Newburyport,
116.86 the depth and force of the faith that
$2.00 is in your hearts.
In this little
Sale*,
St. Mary's. BrooklineWM chapel, with its absence of rich
*6\oo furnishings and beautiful works of
St. Joachim's, Rockportartists and sculptors, the King of
For July-Dee. (6months)
Kings, the Lord of heaven and
4111.00 earth is present at the holy sacriSt. John's, Canton.
For Jan.-Dec.(l2 months).
fice of the Mass, just as he is present in the most magnificent catheW64-56
Mary's,
Waliham.
Stdral erected in his honor in any
St. John's Seminary, Brighton.
land."
$4.7(i
Theology House
$26.00
Speaking of the Catholic Church
Philosophy House.
Father Walsh said it had advanced
Miscellaneous.
more in the nineteenth century
Perpetual Membership,
$40.00 than in any other century of its
U. K. (deceased)
»40 00 history. This progress has been
J. K. (deceased)
made primarily by the shedding of
the blood of martyrs and the ceaseless work of missionaries. In the
last century 26,000,000 adult converts have come into the Church,
throughout the world. "There was
with
the
more
special
arrangement
blood shed for the Catholic
By
in the nineteenth century
religion
who
sends
any
one
author, we offer to
in
any
than
similar period of the
us, during the Christmas season, a church's existence," said Father
NEW Subscription to the Sacred Walsh, "strange as this may seem
fact, the martyr spirit
Heart Review, with $2.00, a copy of to many. In
today,
is still alive
as is shown by
the recently published book of poems the slaying of thousands of Chinese
by Denis A. McCarthy,
Catholic men, women and children
for
their faith."
"VOICES FROM ERIN."
After the services at the chapel,
This excellent volume sells for
each member of the congregation
$1.00. You can get it FREE by send- received souvenirs of foreign mission work.
ing us a New Subscription.

FREE !

A YOUTHFUL LETTER OF
ENCOURAGEMENT.
The circular sent, some weeks
ago, to all Promoters, has received

many encouraging replies from
young and old. Among the letters
from our younger Promoters, some
are most interesting and edifying.
Here is one which we select:?
'\u25a0'\u25a0Dear Father Walsh:
?

"I have

just got around to

answer your encouraging letter. I
delight in trying to do good to the
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Blood Humors
Commonly cause Dimples, boils, hives, eczema

or salt rheum, or some other form of erup-

but sometimes they exist in the system,
indicated by feelings of weakness languor
loss of appetite, or general debility, without
tion;

causing: any breaking out
Hood's Jjarsaparilla expels them, renovates,
strengthens and tones the whole system.
This is the testimony of thousands annually

Accept no substitute, but insist on having:

Hood's Sarsaparilla
In usual liquid form or In chocolated tablets
known aa Sarsatabs. 100 doses »i.

FROM A PROTESTANT.
poor. I went away this summer,
but, I am sorry to say, neglected to
My Dear Sir :
When I
get the monthly returns.
" Kindly accept the enclosed
came home I succeeded in getting
small contribution from us and be
my members together and making
sure that you have the prayers of
up all that was due. I belong to
my husband and myself for the good
St. Catherine's Church, and go to
work for the poor lepers. We are
Sunday-school there. I became a
Protestants
but we feel the deepPromoter when you visited oar
est admiration for the work that has
parish
been done by Roman Catholic
I will try to get some one to priests
in their mission to the terri"
become a Promoter. lam not in bly afflicted sufferers
at Molokai.
the position or of the disposition at The blessing
of God will rest upon
present to consecrate my life to their labors
forever, I have faith to
foreign missions, although I would believe.
dearly love to have that for a voca" Very sincerely yours,
tion, I have almost always, since I
" Mrs. C."
became a Promoter, said the required prayers every night. If in
the future I can be of any help to
you, you may count on my service.
I am fourteen years old and am in
the ninth grade in school. Igo to
the Highland School, Somerville.
A Christmas book worth five
I hope to graduate this year, and
times its cost.
then I suppose I shall go to High
School. I made my first Holy
Communion three years ago, and
was confirmed last year. I take the
Sacked Hbabt Rkvikw, so that I
The exquisite portrait (in
may see if there is anything in it
of Maud Adams
color)
feel
;
about the Society I
interested
as
"Peter Pan."
if I see anything in it.
" I guess that I have said enough
for a little while, and I shall be
glad to hear from you again soon."
?

Christmas
CENTURY

Christmas
CENTURY

Christmas

CENTURY

A LEGACY.
The Society for the Propagation of the Faith has received
a check for sixteen dollars through
the will of Bridget Kearns, ?late of
Lawrence. The amount is not
large for a legacy, it is true, yet it
will sustain some poor mission for
an entire month. The foreign missions do not claim the substance of
our benefactions, but ask simply to
be remembered at least with a small
percentageof our offerings made for
God and for our neighbor. The
soul of our benefactor will be the
gainer by this thought of the mission
need.

Secretary Taft's clear and
timely article on"The Panama Canal."

Christmas

CENTURY
Mrs. Burnett's novel, "The
Shuttle"
now "making a
sensation."
?

Christmas
CENTURY
Pictures in color and a
photogravure some of the
?

most

THE ORPHANS? GIFT.

Two little boys from the Home
for Destitute Children on Harrison
Aye.
visited the Director on
Wednesday, with a gift from the
children of that institution. Two
mite-boxes representing a tidy sum,
-sufficient to rescue and maintain
many an unfortunate little pagan in
the far East?were left at the
Diocesan Office. It would seem
that the poor best understand the
needs of the poor.

striking illustrations

printed in a magazine.
On every newsstand

THK SACRED HEART REVIEW
IS THE GREAT RELIGIOUS

WEEKLY OF NEW ENGLAND
IT IS A SPLENDID ADVERTISING MEDIUM
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Temperance.
THE IRISH CRUSADE.

graves and made more widows and
orphans than did the famine ; it has
broken more hearts, blighted more
hopes and rent asunder family ties
more ruthlessly than the enforced
evil to which their misery has condemned emigrants. Against an evil
so widespread and so pernicious we
implore all who have at heart the
honor of God and the salvation of
souls to be filled with a holy zeal."

The souvenir of theIrish National
Temperance Crusade, preached by
the Franciscan Capuchin Fathers,
contains the pledge of the Father
Mathew Total Abstinence Association in Gaelic and English, and
the daily indulgenced pledge, together with maxims of Father
THE LONDON ?TIMES? ON
Mathew and the motto, "Ireland
MODERATE DRINKING.
Sober, Ireland Free." The souvenir, has a picture of the cruciIt was only recently, says the
fixion, with the text from St. Medical Temperance Review, that
John : " Afterwards Jesus said, ' I the following remarkable senthirst.' "
tences appeared in the Times,
Striking features of the souvenir London, of all papers :?
are these extracts :?
whole question really turns
" The
Who Should Take the Total
consciousness that alcothe
upon
Abstinence Pledge?
satisfy some kind of
drinks
holic
1. All tjhose who have a ten- temporary want, or produce some
dency to excess in drink will find it temporary comfort or exhilaration,
the only safety. Partial pledges coupled with a belief, which modern
will not remove the temptation or physiology is doing her best to disoccasion of danger.
pel, that they are at least essentially
2. The young, who have not
harmless when consumed in moderknown the taste or the sorrows of ation. It may be stated as an
drink, should resolve to follow opinion upon which most, if not all,
through life the safe path of total
physiologists are agreed, that alcoabstinence.
hol contributes nothing to the
3. All who love their country and permanent powers of the healthy
the honor of their holy religion organism, whether physical or intelshould make this little sacrifice to lectual. No man, it is said, is the
save Ireland from the drink evil, stronger for taking it, and no man is
and in reparation for the sins of the wiser. The experience, now
intemperance and the sins com- very extensive, of insurance offices,
mitted through intemperance.
seems to place it beyond doubt that
You may not need the pledge? even the moderate regular use of
neither did Father Mathew. Your alcohol, in any form is, on the
example will encourage and save whole, contributory to the shortenothers. "Jesus Christ suffered, ing of life. When these views
leaving us an example."
come to be fairly balanced against
It will be easy to keep the pledge temporary gratification of the
if you will observe the following palate, or temporary stimulation of
recommendations :?
the brain, they will be likely to
1. Avoid company and places lead, not to a single ' wave ' of sowhich would put the temptation in briety, but to a gradual change in
your way.
the habits of the more intelligent
2. If invited to take intoxica- portion of mankind."
ting drink, say boldly, " I have the
pledge." Don't be ashamed of it. THE SOBRIETY OF LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINEERS.
Wear a temperance badge. It will
help you, and will give example to
The Rev. M. J. Riordan of Pikesville,
Md., in a recent address to loothers.
3. If a doctor should direct you comotive engineers in Baltimore,
to take alcoholic drink as medicine, took occasion to defend the printell him that you are a total ab- ciples of labor unions as one emistainer, and ask him if he could nently sound. Then he said :?
recommend any other form of
"Just a brief word in reference to
you
require
another topic. Last week I wrote
medicine. But should
as
medicine,
to a railroad official whose duties
to use alcoholic drink
as
long
the doctor oblige him to ride in engine cabs
take it only as
every day. I asked him if there was
considers it necessary.
association,
any drinking among the engineers
4. Join a temperance
be
in
your
parish.
one
and promised that his answer should
should there
the
sacraments
at
be
kept confidential. I am going
5. Approach
or
to
monthly
quarterly.
violate my pledge, however, and
least either
to
be
grace
6. Pray for
faithful. make known his reply. 'There is
You are recommended" to say no excessive drinking among engidaily one "Our Father," three neers, and many of them are temHail Marys " and one " Glory " in perance men,' he wrote.
honor of the Sacred Thirst and for
"God bless your locomotive engineers of whom that tribute is true.
the suppression of intemperance.
Extract from the pastoral letter I congratulate you upon your intelof the Irish Bishops (first Synod of ligence and sanity.
"I congratulate the railroad comMaynooth) :?
more panies.
has
wrecked
The perfect sobriety of
Drunkenness
"
homes, once happy, than ever fell trainmen means the prevention of
beneath the crowbar in the worst many accidents and the consequent
days of eviction ; it has filled more saving to the companies of thou-

-
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THE OLD CORNER BOOK STORE
LORD ACTON AND HIS CIRCLE
By ABBOT GASQUET,

-

$4.50

SOME IRISH YESTERDAYS
By SOMERVILLE & ROSS,

$1.10

\u25a0

FAIR HILLS OF IRELAND
B> STEPHEN

GWYNN,

\u25a0

$1.50

\u25a0

THE OLD CORNER BOOK STORE
27-29 Bromfield Street, Boston.
sands, if not millions, of dollars.
Every engineer who is a total abstainer ought to receive extra pay.
It would be an extremely profitable
investment for the companies."

flour.

fixed.

should come together, we should
do what is right."

GOODWILL TO MEN

WHO THINK

MOTHERS

At all events, my course is
Though heaven and earth

Use Only Cuticura Soap, Purest
of Cleansing Ingredients
for Baby?s Skin.
Thoughtful mothers use Cuticura
Soap exclusively for preserving,

is promoted by the interchange of useful gifts at
Christmas.

THE DICKENS BOOTHS

purifying and beautifying the skin,
scalp, hair, and hands of infants
and children, assisted, in the severer
cases, by Cuticura Ointment, the
great Skin Cure, for the prevention
of rashes, itchings and chafings, for
cleansing the scalp of crusts, scales,
and dandruff, and the stopping of
falling hair, for softening, whitening, and soothing red, rough, and
sore hands, and for all the purposes
of the toilet, bath, and nursery.
Cures made in childhood are, in
most cases, speedy, permanent and
economical. Guaranteed absolutely
pure.

at the Shuman Corner are the
best place in Boston to buy useful Christmas presents.

GIFTS FOR LADIES
Eiderdown Garments, Gloves,
Slippers, Furs, Umbrellas, Neckwear, Hosiery.

GIFTS FOR GENTLEMEN
Smoking Jackets, Lounging &
Bath Robes, Gloves, Umbrellas'
Slippers, Neckwear, Travelling
Bags, and every requisite for
the well-appointed wardrobe.

FATHER MATHEW FOR GOD FIRST.
A member of Father Mathew's
Hastings,
E. P. Fonda, C. P. Pierce.
family said : "Every teetotaler has W.
gained morally and physically by W. B. HASTINGS & CO.
the movement, but my immediate
INSURANCE.
family has been absolutely and totally ruined by Father Mathew's 225 Cambridge St.,
East Cambridge.
temperance crusade." In speaking
107 Water St., Boston, Mass.
of this Father Mathew said : "When
the glory of God is in question, we
P. (i. McDERMOTT,
should not mind the ties of flesh
and blood." To a relative who
complained of the injury to his dis81 Dana St., Cambridgeport.
tilling business Father Mathew reTERMS : Twenty lessons, two lessons
plied : "Change your trade; turn per week, $15. Twenty lessons, one lesper week, 820; or by the lesson.
your premises into factories for sonTuition
fee in advance.

Teacher of Music,

THOS. O'CALLAfiHAN & CO.

.

Special Holiday Sale of CARPETS and RUGS

Axminster and Wilton Rugs

9ftx 12 ft, marked from $37.50

to

One-Piece Tapestry Brussels
RugS

<

24 50

ft x 12 ft, marked from

li
**
tas

from $22.50
-ft, marked from
16-75

9ftx 10 ft,

9ft x 12

to

marked

Wilton RugS

t

18 75

4282

*

7 ft 6 in x 9 ft, marked from 8.50
to
4-50
9 ft x 9 ft, marked from $10.00
to
5-40

22-50

30 to 38
Summer
Sreeet
Tel.
Main

ft regularly sold for 1 -l 7C
'V
W

Odd Lot of Brussels Weave Art
Squares

$25.00

4ft6in x 7 ft. From $9.75 to 6-50
9ftx 12 ft. Marked from $37.50

to

.

Axminster R Llgs

Shiraz RugS
to

Wilton Rugs
9 ft xl2tt
Marked from $37 50
to
32-50
Bft 3 in by 10 ft 6 in, marked from
$32.50 to
27-50

We Sell Rugs and Carpets
rjowerThanA

*

HouBeinß oston

j

30 to 38
Summer Street
Tel. 4282 Main
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JOuAsmtong urselves.
Conducted by Aunt Bride.

THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.

Their father was hurt
several months ago and hasn't been
able to work so they have had no
Christmas gifts at all. Why not

OGD
uaerlic epartment.

street.

CONDUCTED BY REV. M. P. MAHON.

share theirbetter fortune with them?
SeAn=focAil.
Of course it will have to be an anon181. D'yeAfp t>eic as rcu=
Dear Aunt liride :
ymous surprise, a basket left at
dao
to
me
'nA ftit) 1 n asAit) x)o
give
I would like to ask you
the door after dark, but they will
a little help in selecting Christmas have the pleasure of giving. Very leAfA.
presents for some of my young often such children only need a few
182. Ceme \u25a06A jrA'ousA'O p§
friends?boys and girls varying in hints to change the tendency of toe nu
fAt fhnnne t>A cup te
age from ten years to sixteen years. their characters completely. It is CX1AT1.
I mean the names of books or worth persistent effort, however,
183.
a CArJAifu
games suitable for children of that for nothing can be worse for a child
t)tiiue
\
u
25a0oo
iiiiiAoi
unite
nvi
age. I have never had any experi- than to let him grow up selfish and
fUAip.
ence with children and have not greedy, as he must if it is all get \u25a0Otll MI Atl
the least idea how to select a book and no give with him.
Rules for Aspiration.
or game, so if it is not intruding too
But to return to Mrs. M.'s conmuch on your valuable time you crete problem. To choose games,
( Continued).
would be doing me a great favor for satisfactorily, you must find someObserve:
A, his, has no effect
I
which I would be very thankful.
thing about the tastes and possesHeart
have taken the Sai-red
sions of the children. Most children on words beginning with a
Review a number of years and like old-fashion games, dominoes, vowel; as A AtAif, his father;
have received help from your col- checkers,
lotto, parcheesi, cro- a, her, attaches an h, as, a tv
umn on many occasions.
kinole. The clerk at the toy coun- AtAif, her father.
CM.
ters will show you game boards at
The cardinal numbers, aoh,
Christmas is surely the children's various prices on which a variety
and t>a, two, and the ordione,
day. However philosophical we of games may be played. Then
may become over leaving out older there are parlor croquet, parlor nals, cGat), first, and
people in our gift bringing, we baseball and various active parlor third, cause aspiration.
never quite bring ourselves to dis- games played with small racquets.
Aon does not, however, aspi=
appoint the eager-eyed planners These are all very good for the rate before o or v, as aoii t)At,
who anticipate all manner of good older children, if you care for any- one color, Aon ceAC, one house.
things with flattering confidence long thing as expensive. A book of games
Examples: An 66ao
t>A
after Santa Claus has been classified set to music, such as may be found
c6at)
utiA'bAin;
oa
with the other make-believes of in any large book store or wher- fAmne; ati
Aon
\u25a0oetis;
pitied
they
keep
kindergarten
oeus.
supare ever
infancy. Infinitely to be
those who must listen to the plans plies, will be thankfully received by Observe that the noun must
and wishes of children and find the elder sister who has to enter- come between the two parts of
themselves unable to grant even the tain the younger children. The the compounds, \u25a0oA'oeus,
most reasonable of them. None of games made of cut up pictures
twelve, Aon =oeu5, eleven,
the minor ills of life are quite so please younger children. A set of
hard to bear as to have Christmas bean bags and a square board with a \u25a0oew5, thirteen, etc. An tfeAf
come around and to be unable to a round hole six inches across with ?ml \u25a0oens. t)A feAf A5«r t)eic
give even the tiniest gifts to the which to play Jumbo bean bags, mnA (irregular plural of toeAn.)
are usually hailed with delight. A An c6at> feAf A5«r
youngest in one's care.
cfeAf
And on the other hand there are set of Jackstones in a pretty bag rieAn, Aon
AihAin. It
the children who are utterly spoiled will be more welcome than you occurs to us that ppomn, a din=
by receiving too many gifts. It is imagine.
ner, must be akin to Latin
useless to waste time picking out
Why not give the children out-ofsuitable presents for children of door books ? For the younger chil- jtrandiu/n, and Italian pranzn, a
?

*"

that class. Xo matter what they
receive you may be sure it will be
criticized and snubbed. And these
spoiled terrors are not necessarily
children of the rich. The sons and
daughters of well-paid merchanics
are much more in danger of spoiling from a surfeit of luxuries than
many of the neglected children of
wealthier people. Theremedy in such
cases, it seems to Aunt Bride, is to
bring these children to see the pleasure of giving as well as getting. If
you are "aunty" to some such youngsters try a polite query, "And what
did you give ?" when you have
listened to a rather boastful tale of all
the presents received. Look regretful
and astonished when you find, as
you will undoubtedly, that the idea
of making presents as well as receiving them, has never occurred
to children. Show them ways of
making others happier by thoughtful little presents. Suggest that
mother and father have birthdays
soon. Wouldn't it be a lovely idea
to save some of their pocket money
for a few weeks and surprise them
with something nice ? And there
are the Burke children down the

dinner.
Verbs are aspirated in the infinitive mood by the particles
\u25a0oo or a.
These are used indiscriminately one for the otherA is more general in conversation, as it yields a softer
or more musical sound, and
How to Know the Wild Flowers, "
therefore "comes easier."
"
by Mrs. William Starr Dana, are all
Examples: X)o, or a tJuAtAt),
excellent, and suitable for children

dren get" Citizen Bird," by Mrs. M.
O. Wright, " Among the Meadow
People, " by Clara D. Pierson, " A
Few Familiar Flowers, " or " The
Song of Life, " by Margaret Warner
Morley. Frank Chapman's " Bird
Life "; Schuyler Matthews' Famil"
iar Trees and their Leaves " ; John
Burroughs' "A Year in the Fields" ;

of fourteen or over. " Midshipman
Jarvis," by Molly Elliott Seawell,
is a delightful story that ought to
please either boy or girl of almost
any age. Give Kipling's " First
Jungle Book, " and " Second Jungle
Book," to a couple of the younger
ones, or a book of fairy tales, Anderson's or Grimm's, or Langs'
Green, Red or Blue fairy books.
"The Man Without a Country"
ought to please and help one of the
older children. " Ben Hur," by
Wallace, is suitable for an older
boy or girl, so are Mrs. Oliphant's
Makers of Florence, " and Father
"O'Reilly's
"MartyrsoftheColiseum."
Every child ought to own a few
books of good poetry. Miss Rep-
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OLD SAYINGS OR PROVERBS.

181. Better be half idle (peeling
rushes) than doing ill.
182. Lighting a fire under a lake
or putting a sod fence to a quay.
Said of useless, ill-considered undertakings.

183. To advise a mad woman,
or a stroke of the fist on cold iron.

to strike;

or a cors.to resunbe (gheeya)* to
pray; tjo cut*, to put; tjo p6rAt>,
or a p6fATj, to marry; tjo rtiApbusAt) (worroo), to kill; tjo
strain;

tjo

tjo,

tjo

(ghraw-oo), to love;
rhAftAin,to live; tjo feAcnATJ,

to shun; tjo TjeAriArh (yeenuv),
to do; a TJuriATJ (ghoonuv), to
shut; tjo futATis, to suffer, con=
tracted to o'pulAris; a fiubAl,
to walk; a CAbAipx (ho-irrth,
irregularly pronounced), to
give; a sAbAil, to take; tjo
posfATJ, or Tj'po
to warn.
* Let the reader please remember
that" gh "is our symbol for a soft
and light guttural sound; «y" suggests it.

Note?A pip c6i r , for a fif
cOip, and bup bAiroe for bup
bAipoe.were printed erroneously in last week's lesson.

-

Ask Your Husbind
t,,iketo tr more
Z
br«-d and
iLh.e^.o^Tless
meat in his lunch. With
menu so high
8
186,
do and . besides,
.IT right kindto will
breadi ofc the
"stay by" one

longer than most meats.
Hathawav's Celebrated Cream llread is both
and'
wholesome. It is made fromnutritions
the finest of
anrt. baked «" ovens of surpassing
I?' \ou can not practise economy
cleanliness.
ay than by ordering
w»V sl Bread
«
waj
from your grocer daily HathaUniform in weight, shape and quality.

fie.n

_

C. F. HATHAWAT SON,
C-MBBIDeK A W_LTH__.
Aak your grocar.

Unimpeachable.
If you were to see the unequalled
Tolume of
unimpeachable testimony in favor of Hood's
Sarsaparilla, you would upbraid yourself for
so long delaying to take this effective alterative and tonic medicine for that blood disease
from which you are suffering.
It eradicates scrofula and all other humors
and cures all their inward and ontward effects
Take Hood's.

pliers' " Book of Famous Verse, " or
Longfellow's " Children's Hour, " or
Stevenson's " A Child's Garden of
Verse, " makes a particularly suitable gift. For the boy who is interested in electricity, or in making
"W -'
-«
things, you might get Mechanics
\Mnwtm Aye. 6c Johnson Put
"
Young
for
America," or " The A. B.
buffalo, n. y.
C. of Electricity. " Biographies of
A modem, high class and convenfamous Americans are always in
-en stopping place, offering every
accommodation for the comfort and
order, and you will find those by
pleasureit transient guests. Moderate
Elbridge Brooks very good. These
pncea
are only a very few of the excellent
Ham C CnWoid. Prop**-.
books to be found in any of the large
book stores, but probably they will
be more than sufficient for Mrs. M.'s PATRONIZE
purpose.
Aunt Bkidb.
OUR ADVERTISERS

hot^~l
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CHRISTMAS HEARTHS.
John Locke.
Here in my chamber alone I sit,
Watching the firelight's radiant glow,
By

While the musical chimes of the Christmas bells
Come solemnly pealing across the

snow.
I know 'tis the season of

mirth and

love,

When yule-logs crackle and hearts
beat high,
And pleasure's soft light shines calmly

sweet,

Like a rainbow arch in the evening
sky:
But my heart is dimmed by a blotch of
cloud,
Like a face half hid by a mourner's

hand,
And I think and think of the empty
chairs
By the Christmas hearths of the olden

land.
Ilere 'tis a cot in the Golden Vale.
There 'tis a garret in Dublin town.
Here 'tis a hut 'neath an Antrim cliff
Or a home where the Moy goes dancing down;
So matter what threshold our footsteps

cross,

In each and all it is Christmas night.
The holly-bough shines in the ingle-

nook,
And the feast-bo»riJ

glows in the

fagot s light:
But by every heart there's an empty

chair,
Where shadows fan dark on the
Christmas tree;

And at every board there's a vacant
place

For tome loved one over the black-

waved sea.

Ah uiel if the zephyrs that sweet tonight
From Ireland c valleys on viewless
wing,
Could bear us what blessings and sighs
they hear,
What treasure of heart-born love
they'd bring.
Prayers for thousands whose only dirge
Was ihe seaman's shout or the shipbell's chime,
Prayers and blessings for all who left
The well-known home for the foreign
clime.
God's peace be with them, our island
kinl?
Their hearts come to us, ours bound
to them.
And the love that is binding us each to

each
We'd abate for no earthly diadem 1
O, solacing bells of the Christmas time
Pealing and pealing across the snow.
There's a whisper of hopein your every

chime

For the sad and the travel-stained
here below 1
In the years that the womb of the future holds,
Let us hope and pray that a vacant place
By the Christmas hearth or the festive

board,

of the foaming and splashing waters,
that thundered loudly into the
bright moonlight around.
was all a boiling, seeth" Theingseafroth,
And God Almighty's guns were
going off
And the land trembled "
but Francois heard and saw nothing.
He was now walking along the
very edge of the bank and, had not,
the strong arm of a woman pulled
him back, he would have stumbled
into that deep, hissing, wild abyss
of angry water below. Just then
the moon peered through the
willows and one could see the pale
face of the frightened woman. It
was Beatrice.
Francois ! 'tis Francois," she ex"
claimed as fresh tears trickled from
her sunless eyes. " But how strange
he looks! Speak ! Speak Francois!
'Tis Beatrice who calls thee."
But not a word passed his trembling lips. His tired, blood-shot
eyes wandered aimlessly to the
woman's face. He sighed deeply,
but that was all, and mechanically
Beatrice led him to a bench near
by, and sitting him down, held his
drooping head in her arms. And
slow'y his eyes closed, while he
drifted into a sound, healthful sleep,
which lasted some hours. The
warm rose color gradually returned
to his cheeks ; his face was getting
brighter, and, when he opened his
eyes again, Beatrice's heart gave
one wild throb of joy. At first he
seemed dazed, but, when his eyes
wandered to that dear face, bending
over him, he said : " Ah, Beatrice,
it is you ; how good of you ! " Then
he told her of all that had happened
in that smoke filled room at the
Hotel Frontenac; but she only
smiled, and, raising herself proudly,
placed her hand on his young
shoulder and said, somewhat softly :
"Is that all ?Ah ! what is money,
after all ? Francois, you have brains
and an honest heart, and I?l have
two strong arms, that can work for
Life's bitter crust of bread. Let the
past take care of itself! There is a
future awaiting us, in which we
may yet taste the sweets of a newborn happiness."
Francois Fortier raised his fresh
young face to hers and, trembling
with emotion, said: " Beatrice, I
will throw all my wasted years behind me and, by the grace of God,
from this night on, I will live a
?

Will little be known among Ireland's better and a purer life. Tomorrow
racel
I will call in to see good Father

FOR LOVE?S OWN SAKE.
By

William J. Fischer in ?Winona
and Other Stories?
( Continued.)

There was an almost wild look of
suffering on her face as she hastened
through the park, her little beads
dangling down at her side and her
bloodless lips, turned to some
sweet prayer.
Francois Fortier was now wan-

dering through the dense willow
groves in the park, near the banks

Stanislaus, for I feel, that this night,
my soul has been saved from deep
ruin. To Thy far-seeing guidance,
O heavenly Father, I now commit
my future." Then his voice grew
hoarse, the tears rolled down his
ruddy cheeks, and there was an expression of sadness on his young
and handsome face as he said :
! who am I that God hath saved
" Ah
Me from the doom, I did desire,
And crossed the lot myself had
carved.
To let me higher?
What have I done that He should
bow

From Heaven to choose a wife
for me ?
And what deserved, he should
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endow,

My home with Thee."
Then he took Beatrice's warm
hand in his own, and there was a
look of determination in his sparkling eyes as he said, somewhat
sadly : " Forgive me, Beatrice, for
my waywardness
! This week I will
make, a general confession, and I
will seek the Saviour, in his tabernacle, from Whom I have been estranged so many years. I swear
it!" And he raised his eyes to the
blue sky above him and piously
made the sign of the cross.
( Concluded next week.)

HATS FOR MEN WHO WOULD BE
WELL DRESSED
$2.00, 2-50, .300, 400-

HARGEDON & LYNCH
689

Wasbln.toi

Opp. Globe

171 Hanover
Near Blackitone St.

Theatre

JOHN A. HEDIN

& CO.

612 AND 618 CAMBRIDGE STREET, EAST CAMBRIDGE

. POPULAR

AND COMPLETE HOUSE FURNISHERS

..

We are closing the year 1900, which has been happy and prosperous, with a
brilliant and crowded display of Christmas goods in all our departments, suitable
for presents to old and young,

tand

We need not remind you, our neighbors
the housekeepersof Cambridge generally, that we are ever on the alert for new

Come in and look over our display,
whether you want to buy or not. This
invitation is most cordially extended to the
young people contemplating marriage. We
will save you 20 per cent, below Boston
prices on all purchases.

STOVES
_n_ii__ mm* \u25a0\u25a0__\u25a0_\u25a0

We are Agents for the Glenwood and
Crawford Ranges and Stoves the best in
?

Cars pass our store every

(ive

minutes.

A GREAT WANT SUPPLIED !

THE JOHNSTON MARKET
From 1066 to 1076 Cambridge Street
CAMBRIDGEPORT
Between Kirn and Columbia Streets

Is considered by all who have seen and inspected the NEW STORE,
the cleanest, best equipped, and most inviting GROCERY AND PROVISION
STORE in this city. The service is all that could be desired. One purchase, no
matter how small at this mammoth Market, will convince the buyer that price*
and quality can not be duplicated in the city or elsewhere.
To emphasize onr desire to please it is hoped that any discourteous treatment
to customers or intending ones, will be promptly reported to the head of the
linn, Mr. Johnston, or to his representative. Christmas dainties?this our first?
w ill !><\u25a0 our specialties during the remainder of this month.
Inspection invited.

L. LEVENTHAL & CO.
Ladies' and Children's Garments
Men's and Boys' Clothing
GOODS SOLD CASH OR CREDIT

467-473 Cambridge Street,

East Cambridge

Dc ember 15, 1906.
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buy for me, 'cause I ain't so over
handy with the pen. Just look at
the swindle.
Peace on Earth.
Friend.?What's the matter with
While merry bells are ringing,
it?
And happy voices singing
Old Farmer.? Matter ! Why,
Because the blessed Christ-child
you
can't even write yer name with
Long years ago was born,
thing
the
unless ye know how to
Oh ! may we all remember,
December,
play
pianner.
the
In the cold and bleak
There are many, many children
Unhappy and forlorn.
A gentleman, having advertised
Let us try to lift their sadness,
Let us fill their hearts with gladness, for a coachman, was called upon by
And share with them the bright- a candidate, who referred him to a
ness
celebrated physician for information
Of the joyful Christmas morn.
in regard to his qualities.
The
gentleman called on the physician,
A well-known judge, who was who simply
took his pen and wrote
not an Irishman, recently told a on a
piece of paper that his former
witness, who was somewhat verbose servant was a reliable, punctual,
in his answers, to " hold his tongue and polite coachman. Taking the
and give his evidence clearly."
paper in his hand and thanking the
for it, the man turned to
Fred.?l had a fall last night writer
;°
b
ut
leave
the physician called him
which rendered me unconscious for
said
beg your pardon,
back
and
several hours.
" Ifor
terms
a consultation
my
sir,
but
Charlie.?Really ! Where did
are ten dollars."
you fall ?
Fred.?l fell asleep.
In some parts of Ireland it is a
A teaciiek of physics once asked custom among bank clerks to speak
the bright boy of the class how of one another as " officers " of the
many kinds of force there were, and bank; but little Jim Bender, the
was astonished to receive the fol- recently-imported Cockney waiter
in a County Mayo hotel, was not
lowing reply:?
of this custom.
" Three, ma'am. Mental force aware
you seen any of our offiHave
physical force, and police force."
"
cers here this morning ? " asked a
on furlough, sir ?" lordly knight of the quill of Jim a
" Can I get offmatter
now ? "
What is the
few days ago.
" My
are
to kill the
people
going
Jim glanced keenly at his inter"
pig, and I would like to be present rogator.
at the ceremony, sir."
" Yussir," he answered, promptly.
What nonsense! Call it on "It isn't three minutes ago since
"
account of death in the family, and one of 'em went out with his sword
be'ind 'is ear ! "
you may go."

A^m\\\\\\K

aSensdNonsense.

T Stepping Stones
to

I Womanly Health

I
I

A woman's health is more precious than riches.
To keep well and strong, there are special reasons

why a woman should take extra care of herself at times
when Nature makes unusual demands upon her strength
and vitality.
For woman's peculiar ailments there is no remedy
so true and tried as

slHi

:

French Professor.? Ah, yes,
THE ADESTE FIDELES.
mademoiselle, you speak French
without the least accent.
As the Adeste Fideles is sung
Miss Breezy.?Do I really ?
until
Candlemas Day, Feb. 2, this
;
French Professor.
Oh, yes
about its origin will be interword
that is without the least French
:?
esting
accent.
Individual authorship the Adeste
Susie had tried the teacher's Fideles may not have had. The
patience sorely, and when the latter atmosphere of the monastic scriplooked up and saw the little girl torium breathes, however, through
It is in
eating candy, with her feet sprawl- its melodious strophes.
in
Christian
ing into the aisle, she said :?
unique
many respects
Ambler, take that candy hymnology. More than any other
Susie
"
out of your mouth and put your church song it blends prophecy,
feet in! "
history, prayer, exultation, and
praise. If it were;printed side by
Mrs. Jonks had acquired the art side with the Nicene Creed it would
of planting a sting. "How de- be found an astonishing versification
lighted I am to see you again, Mrs. of that august prose.
Jones ! " said an elderly acquaintEvery line of the Adeste is a
ance, meeting her when out shop- casket of faith and love. Upon its
ping. " Why, it must be at least cadences many hours must have
ten years since we met, and it's so been spent for the crystallization of
nice to think that you remembered sublime truth into crisp and dazme after all this time. You knew zling syllables. Adeste, approach ;
me at once. I can't have changed fideles, ye faithful; laeti, joyful; tribo very much."
umphantes, victorious; venite,come;
"Oh," said Mrs. Jones, with a adoremus, let us adore; Dominum,
sweet smile and an acid tone, " I the Lord.
recognized your bonnet."
The hymn, in the Latin form, is
musical that it is memorized also
Old Farmer.?Xo, I don't want
most
without effort. It is found
any more of your labor-saving
from the middle of the
continuously
machines. I've tried enough on 'em.
It is believed
century.
seventeenth
Look in there. There's a typeof
centers
many
in
devotion it
writin' machine the missus spent all that
a
recitation
made
also
as if in
her eggs and butter money on to w as
?

I

This wonderful medicine has been a boon to
women for over half a century. They dispel lassitude,
low spirits, relieve headache and depression, operate the bowels and supply red corpuscles to the blood.
Beecham's Pills fortify and beautify; bring back the
appetite, improve the digestion, regulate the functions,
clear the complexion, brighten the eyes, send the glow
of health to the cheeks and

I Pave the Way
Sold Everywhere

oratorio. Plays drawn from Holy
Writ were in vogue during the same
period, and the Adeste Fideles
would have been a congruous incident in either a Passion play, a miracle play, or a Madonna play. It
was usual in those plays to introduce the folk melodies which in
every country have become the
basis of the national music.
As
these plays were gradually prohibited by the Church, on account of
violations of strict decorum which
insensibly crept in, oratorio sue-

in

to

I

I

Boxes 10c and 25c

ceeded to the vacated place, and
many of the melodies disappeared
or were framed into new settings.
General debility failure of the strength to
do and the j>ower to endure is cured by the
great tonic ? Hood's Saraaitarill*.
?

?

A bell of 2,500 pounds pattern is now
being manufactured by the Meneely
Bell Company of Troy, X. V., for St.
Anthony's Church, White River Junction, Vermont, on the order of Rev. W.
N. Lonergan. pastor of the church.
The bell is to be handsomely inscribed
and will be mou .ted in the mist approved manner. The blessing of the
bell is set for Christmas Day.

A. McARTHUR CO.
I I l-l 17 Washington Street
(Opposite Adams Square Subway Station).
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See our great collection of Music Cabinets.
They are properly displayed on the first floor
and we will show you every courtesy.
The designs iv Oak, Mahogany, Vernis Martin and Mahogany finish in different shades to
match pianos make up an assortment that is unequalled in Now England.
They are rightly priced?no extra Christmas
price is attached.
?

-___12\ From*6_s£ to $^^°°
RUt \\i I OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US |
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Furnitu'e, Carpets, Ofaperies

OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS

-- - - ----- --

MEMBERS HOME FURNISHERS ASSOCIATION OF MASS.
,,--,,, -,-"-----\u25a0
.^------------------------
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Colleges and Academies

The M.s»sii>nary College of Oui
Lady of La Salette.
This College earnestly appeals to gen-

erous young men who desire to conse-

n for the Review.

Writte

MY OFFERING.
By

Rev. T. L.

Crowley,

O. P.

The shepherds woke when on their

stilly height
crate themselves to God in the Religious
Priesthood and Missionary Life. Those There streamed a flood of soft and
young men only are admitted who are
argent sheen.
desirous to become Priests in the Order Straight to a cave it led them,
of the Missionary Fathers of La Salette.
where a paean
The College stands with open arms especially to priests and Sisters who daily From angel voices broke the hush
meet young boys whom they find to be
of night.
inclined to the priestly state, and suitthe rock before their startWithin
ably qualified for it, but, from various
led sight
circumstances, perhaps unable to follow
An infant lay. Beside Him knelt
the Divine call.
The terms are easily acceptable to
the Queen,
all, and particular favor is shown to Supremelyfair, who with her spouse
boys of good character and respectable
was seen
family
Applicants are admitted at
any time through the year, and the Bent o'er the child in ravishing
Preparatory Classes in the College make
delight.
it possible to receive boys from the age
of thirteen to eighteen. All particulars
Thy love, O Christ, a purer light
will be gladly sent on application to
than shone
REV FATHER DIRECTOR,
Upon
the silver-mirrored hills, now
Hartford, Conn.
La Salette College,
OF ST. ANGELA
New Rochelle, New York
Ursuline Nuns

COLLEGE

Half hour from New York, in the most beautiful section of tbe State. Extensive grounds,
commodious buildings, laboratories, physical
and chemical, gymnasium. Chartered by State
to confer degrees.
Regular preparaURSULINE SEMINARY
tory school. Catalogue on application. Address
MOTHER SUPERIOR.
?

Mt. St. flary's Academy
Manchester, N. H.
BOARDING
SCHOOL for young
Please send for catalogue to

ladles.

THEMOTHER SUPERIOR

MT. ST. JOSEPH ACADEMY,
Brighton, Mass.

Boarding and Day School for Young Ladies.
Fur farther particular! applyto the
BIBTJCR SUPERIOR.

NOTRE DAME ACADEMY
LOWELL, MASS.

For Resident and Day Pupils.
Founded in 1882. The Academic department
offers two courses?the General and the College
Preparatory. Academy honors and diploma are
granted on the completion of either. For
particulars address
BISTER SUPERIOR.

Academy ol tbe Assumption
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
This Academy, situated in the suburbs ol
Boston, Is only a few miles from the city. It
is on the line of the Boston and Albany Bailroad. The location is one of the most healthful
and picturesque in New England. The grounds
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is
thorough and comprehensive,embracing all the
branches necessary for a refined education. Foi
particulars as to terms for boarders or da.
pupils apply
to
v
SISTERSUPERIOR.
Attached to the Academy is a preparator
between
the ages of 6 and n
boys
school for
school Is to give such i
The object of thiß
lit pupils to entei
as
will
general education

*"

college.

Greylock Rest
ADAMS, BERKSHIRE CO., MA S.

Conducted by the Sisters of Providence.
Easy of access. Home Comforts. Trained

Nurses.
A most desirable resort for the care and
treatment of nervous, chronic and convalescent invalids.
Complete and modern hydrotherapeutic and
electrotherapeutic outfits, and other modern
and valuable means and appliances for restor
ing health. Insane and other unpleasantforms
of invalidism are not desired and are not received. Address applications to
Rev. Sister Superior,
Adams, Mass.
"Greylock Rest,"

THfc _A_KfcL> HhAKT REVIbV.
IS THE GREAT RELIGIOUS
WEEKLY OF NEW ENGLANL
IT IS A SPLENDID ADVERTISING

.. ..

MEDIUM

leads
Me to Thy crib. Here held entranced above
Thy infant form, no gold nor precious stone
I bring to Thee; the earnest of
kind deeds
I offer Thee, O gentle Babe, is love.
A CHRISTMAS PROPOSAL.

I first met Miss Agatha Jocelyn
in rather a singular way. It was on
a cold November morning?one of
those cloudy, sharp, unpleasant days
which remind one of a man with a
disagreeable temper; so uncertain,
so disconcerting, so apt to blow into one's face, or trip up his heels
when he least expects it.
The streets were covered with a
thin, smooth sheet of ice, the result
of a rain and freeze the night before, which made walking, to say
the least, dangerous. But I ran
recklessly down the steps and
started up the street, with the luck
of fools, safely. And all went well
until I came to the second corner.
That corner, you must know, is a
trap especially laid by the fiend to
supply him amusement in winter
when business may chance to be
dull. It slopes, an insinuating slope,
clear down to the gutter, and once
upon it on a slippery day there is
no salvation?you must go down.
On any other morning when I was
in my sane mind I would have
taken the street, but that day I must
needs essay the walk, and I received
my deserts.
Have you ever experienced, the
hopeless, helpless sensation of walking on a slippery slide ? The frantic
\u25a0struggles, inevitably tending towards defeat; the odd gyrations
which bring the sweat of fear to
your forehead, but make the onlookerroar with laughter ? All this
[ felt for what seemed an age as I
wriggled on that insidious slope.
But, horror ! how were my anxious
griefs redoubled when I saw coming around the corner, on the duplicate of my tormentor?for both
streets sloped equally towards the
crossing?a charming young lady
»ho was in precisely the same predicament as I, performing the same
inevitable goal?the slushy gutter,
of the street. For an instant the

20

chivalrous idea darted through my
mind of casting mys<4f at length
upon the sidewalk, and so eluding
the fair one ; but the picture of my

sprawling and ignominious discomfiture arose before my mind's eye
and deterred me. So with a hopeless hope we slid swiftly forward,
and, though we had never met, fell
instinctively into each other's arms !
Then I stepped gracefully into the
slush, gained a firmer footing,
helped her past the deadly space to
safer ground, and with a few blushing apologies hurried away.
This trifling incident, which

should have vanished at once from
my thoughts, did not, but lingered
there and worried me. All that day
I saw the blushing face of my fair
comrade in misfortune and the picture of the awkward part that I had
played on that blessed slope.
That afternoon my friend Billy
Jocelyn, who is as sociable as I am
retiring, and who can talk pleasant
inconsequences to a girl by the
hour, when I would grow sleepy
and stupid, and think longingly of
my study-table and its comfortable
lamp ?my friend Billy, I say,
bustled into my office and said:
Confound you, you old sleepy
head, why don't you ever come
around and see us ? My cousin,
Miss Agatha Jocelyn, a charming

"
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Ciolic Goods
?FOR?

HOLIDAY PRESENTS
Prayer Books in Fine Bindings
Gold-Chained Rosaries
Oratorio Lamps
Statuettes
Catholic Story Books
Fine Medallions
A COMPLETE LINE OF FINE

HOLIDAY GOODS

EXCLUSIVELY RELIGIOUS STORE

Thos. J. Flynn & Co.
-

62 64 Essex St. Boston

Do You Drink Tea?
Thiggin Thu?
IT 80, USE

Irish Tea
Thekind of Tea the; use in Ire?nd.
And in ao doing help Ireland by encouraging
Irish industries and thereby assist In giving
employment to the Irish people. Irish Tea is
now for sale at the Old Reliable Steamship
Office and Catholic Bookstore of

girl from New York, has justarrived
MARTIN J. ROCHE
Charlestown
to pay us a visit. If I don't see you 28 City Square,
Only 60 cents per pound packagt.
the
night
around at
house tomorrow
Only 80 cents per naif pound.
is no bitter Tea sold than Irish In, at
I'll come and break your infernal 60There
Otnti a pound
old study to pieces, lamp and all! "
And the energetic Billy disappeared _|V Meneely
Bell Company,
>U4 » Z< SIVIS ST. J 177 SSOASMT,
as suddenly as he had come.
fVKSV
troy.n.y.
er n.wvork.
\J} Its
Manufacture Superior
Although a book and a quiet I__t_m
MITOaygCMURCM.CHIM-LSCHOUL St OTHER
smoke had indefinitely more attractions for me than Miss Agatha
Jocelyn, and indeed the whole
Jocelyn galaxy, still I was always a
martyr to duty and to friendship.
Therefore on the ensuing night I WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS.
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers,
clad myself in the sombre garb of Eczema
and all Skinand Female Diseases. Writ*
ceremony, buttoned my ulster close for illustrated book. Sent free. Address
around my ears, cast a sad, longing Dr. B»i
£s_32Lf Kansas City Mo

Cancer Cured

Are Yuu Thinking About a

Christmas
None could be more suitable than a Years' Subscript
tion to the Sacred Heart Review, the Great
Catholic Weekly.

$2.00 a year, in advance.
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glance at the little lamp in the
study, and fared forth into the biting wind towards Billy's. Whew,
but it was cold ! I remember yet
with what tingling cheeks and chilly
fingers I entered the warm and
pleasant atmosphere of the Jocelyn
dwelling. But, ye gods, how uncomfortably hot I suddenly grew as
Billy led me into the parlor and
said : " Cousin Agatha, my friend,
Mr. Matthew Reade ! ?for Billy's
"
Cousin Agatha was my partner
in misfortune of the day before.
" I think," she said, her eyes sparkling charmingly, "that Mr. Reade
and I have met before ;" and she

THE PACKED HEA E T REVT EW.
comfortable writing or reading.
Assuredly such enchantments as
mine are decidedly prejudicial to
solid productive work. My volume
on " The Causes of Decadence in
Nations, Ancient and Modern"
suffered woefully. I found myself
wandering off into dissertations on
the affections in the chapter on

patriotism, and treating of platonic
love under the head of Civic Vir"
tues." In short, I was getting into
such a desperate state that I had to
destroy reams of manuscript, and
unconsciously scrawled
" Agatha
Reade " over the margins of nearly
every page that I wrote. And down
proceeded to tell the story of our at the office?for in the day time,
encounter. Very prettily, too, and you must know, I am a lawyer of
giving me far more credit than I the gravest and most respectaMe
deserved for the "dexterity and sort?l actually came very near
courtesy with which I delivered her losing the business of one of the
from that dragon of a slide." most valuable clients by delivering
Actually, as I listened I began to a lecture, when he disclosed his inbelieve that I had played quite a tention of suing for a divorce, on
heroic part; and when she finished " the necessity of mutual fitness in
by thanking me I blushed with the marital relation." In short,
pride?l who had always esteemed something had to be done, and done
myself so far superior to flattery ! quickly, to restore my mental equiBut alas ! How is a man to distin- librium.
guish oftentimes between flattery
But what ? After going to see
and a just estimation of his merits ? Miss Jocelyn on three successive
After all, one may be too modest! nights, and spending four subseSo that I did not feel at all offended, quent evenings in staring into my
but sat down and talked to Miss fire, I resolved to propose. Having
Agatha Jocelyn with an equanimity taken which resolution, I arose,
which soon grew to interest, which covered the fire with ashes as is my
rapidly ripened into real pleasure ; wont, and going to bed, slept
for she, with due respect be it said, soundly for the first time in four
was not an ordinary girl. She did weeks.
not talk incessantly of persons, as
The next morning as I walked
some of the gentler sex will do, un- down town 1
eyed the treacherous
til one is so wearied of hearing of corner with affection and inwardly
Willie this and Bobbie that and reproached myself for having preGrace the other, that one's mental sented a memorial to the street
faculties droop. She did not ask commissioner, which had elicited
me if I knew a thousand inconse- from that prudent man an immediquent individuals, who were at best ate promise to raise the grade
promere names to me and devoid of all portionately. For was it not because
manner of interest. She did not of that blessed slope that she bad
talk of fashion nor of the giddy fallen, as it were, into my arms at
swarm who swing in the mazes of our first encounter ? Happy omen !
the haut ton?the aristocracy of I walked more briskly at the very
folly of our republican nation. She thought. But as I chuckled indid not rave over actors or authors, wardly, wondering at the acuteor heroes?toys of the shifting con- ness with which I had slain all my
ceits of the hour. She did not? difficulties at one fell stroke by
but a truce to her negative virtues. resolving to propose to Miss AgaShe made a display neither of ig- tha Jocelyn, a thought occurred
norance nor affected erudition. She to me which made me wince and
was extreme neither in wisdom nor groan. From the lofty pedestal of
in folly. She punctuated her speech superiority I had always, publicly
?O rare and admirable accomplish- and in private, sneered at the moony
ment in woman !?with eloquent and humiliating character of lover.
pauses.
How I had derided the timid, sentiAfter that evening Billy had no mental role of him who proposes
further cause to complain of my for a lady's hand. How I had jested,
ah ! how cruelly, I now realized,
lack of sociability.
A month afterwards?you see with certain good fellows of my
that I omit, out of pure considera- acquaintance who had proposed,
tion, all the delightful events which with, alas! no favorable conseintervened?l was?er ?enchanted quences. In fact, shocking to think,
with Miss Agatha Jocelyn. In fact my first real success in a literary
matters had gotten to such a pass way was a humorous essay which
thit Billie grinned meaningly every the editor of the Weekly llideshad
time we met, and said, " She's very inadvertently accepted(in a moment
well, thank you," with a humor- of absent-mindedness, I was sure,
ously labored air, which, to say the because my former articles had releast, was tantalizing. My study- sembled nothing so much as welllamp was so unused to being lit trained homing pigeons?they inevthat it spluttered indignantly when itably returned to their birthI occasionally s*t down for a night's place), which had for its subject, I

remembered it with remorse, " How
to Propose ! "
In my desperation I ran over its
various heads in memory. I recalled
that I had commenced by treating
of the methods of primitive man ;
the offering of the fruits of the
chase ; the fierce war to the death
with rival braves, the final victory,
the joy of the dusky bride at being
the wife of such a warrior.
Utterly inappropriate, though, to
our ultra-civilized, hopeless, conventional times ! Then I had described the ceremony of the African
savage ; the approach of the ardent
lover, driving his quota of fat kine,
in just compensation to the parents
of his intended. Equally barbaric !

And what gift would be adequate to
her value ?
Then I had descended to more
I described the
cultured times.
of
Greece
in her glory, of
methods
Rome in her power. In order, I
unfolded the eruditions of the scholars upon the manners of the Goths
and Huns?those savages, yet chivalrous hordes, whom the Church
moulded into the knights of the
middle ages?true, noble, generous,
loving, Sans peur et sans reproche!
And lastly, I had descended?a sad

descent, indeed ! ?from the fair and
courtly gallantry of the chevaliers
of old to the sad degeneracy and
utter lack of romance of our dull
and sordid times. "It remains," I
had concluded, for some keen,
"
noble, and enterprising spirit of our
day to break asunder the absurd
and ridiculous traditions of the
times, which must needs have every
ardent swain breathe his passion in
cold and awkward speech into the
lady's reddening ear. What a false
boast must our national ingenuity
appear, if it can not suggest some
newer, more fitting, less ludicrous
manner of making so poetic
and
lofty a thing as a proposal of
marriage ! "
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Alas! these words, written in
jest, returned to reproach me.

This store is completely

#

I

recalled how I had received for
them, from the absent-minded editor, an insignificant note, which I
threw away, and a cheque, which I
kept. But the confounded thing
had had some success, and was not
yet entirely forgotten. It was only
a week ago?l winced at the
thought?that some coy maiden had
told me that she would like to hear
how I would really make a proposal,
since I could write one so prettily.
In short, taking all things into
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account, I decided that I must do
the thing artistically and in a novel
way. But how ? Genius of Invention, how ? My mind was destitute
of ideas ; my spirit faltered at the
task before it; when, raising my
eyes from the ground, I saw?for I
had gotten well into the business

district?a
window gorgeously
decked out in which was represented
good old Santa Claus distributing
all manner of resplendent Christmas
gifts. Happy inspiration ! Could I
not propose by means of a Christmas gift ?
Thereafter I haunted the windows
of stores devoted to alluring wares
by the hour. I went through the
whole catalogue of Christmas possibilities ; one by one I tried the
patience of the most suave and
obliging clerks of both sexes by remarking to each of their suggestions,
"too personal," or "too familiar,"

as the case might be, leaving them
to puzzle their brains angrily as to
what was familiar about a diamond
brooch or what was personal in a
golden scent bottle. And I was annoyed by the smiling amusement
which my acquaintances?bound
most probably on a similar errand
?displayed when they saw me poking over cases of women's trifling
jewels. They little dreamed of
the brilliant stroke that I meditatedAt last, desperate after a week of
torture, I decided upon?a ring.
True, a ring is the most common
and conventional of lovers'
tokens.
But mine was redeemed from the
commonplace by the inscription
which, with much hesitation, I
ordered carved within it:
» Will? you?be?mine "?
?
explaining to the astonished clerk that
it was?er?a jest I "? as if one
"jests
with rings of price !
Let me pass over in silence the
various emotions which wrung my
soul the short week which elapsed
before the time arrived at which to
present my gift. Suffice it to say
that on Christmas Eve I wrote, in a
too trembling hand, on a card a
couplet worthy of the occasion.
Then I called a messenger boy
faithful and ready servant!?and
dismissed him with the precious
packet. And then I waited.
The night wore on. From my
study window I could see the houses
of my neighbors, lit and swept and
garnished for the feast. On the
street the crowd of festive wayfarers, laden with bundles and joy,
ebbed and vanished into their various snug harbors. I saw a Christmas tree being decked for the
morrow, and realized how lonely is
the bachelor's lot! I fell into a
reverie on the joys and genial mirth
of the merry and holy season, and
grew actually cheerful; then sighed
to think how inappropriate it all
might be. Finally I went to bed,
and after ages of ages fell asleep.
I awoke with a start Was it
time for the postman yet ? Not for
three hours. I arose and strolled
out into the air.
The postman came and passed and
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entered not. I blamed his forgetfulness and halloed after him, but
he had nothing. I went to the postoffice?nothing there. Nothing,
that is, save the proof-sheets of
"The Causes of Decadence in
Nations, etc," which ordinarily
would have given me the keenest
pleasure, but now filled me with
deep disgust. What did I care
about the decadence of nations ?
But I took it home and after going
to church, where I prayed with fervor for a certain Christmas gift, I
returned home and worked steadily
all of Christmas Day at the proofsheets, slashing them so that the
printer must have stared. In fact,
I believe that it is to my savage
humor on that day and the following that the bookj owes its commended incisiveness of style.
The next day I continued pegging away viciously at the proof,
and as before, the postman passed
unregarded.
Then I grew desperate. I searched
out that messenger boy and de-
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man has been sick, and I," and Billy's
form grew more erect, "am running
the business; three hundred men
under me (lower floor, you know)

and I couldn't; ?but Miss Jocelyn's
uncle died suddenly, and she is
gone."
"Gone !" said I hoarsely, jumping up and seizing his arm in a
frantic grasp. " Did she get my?
present ? " Oh ! " said Billy. "No
"
?that is, yes, I suppose she has by
this time. It came after she left,
and I mailed it to her. Why,
what is the matter with you ? " For
I had fallen back in my chair, and
was mopping my face with my
handkerchief. Don't you trust the
mail, you idiot?" yelled Billy.
Why what was that?the Koh-i-

"

"

-noor? Anyhow, I registered it; it
can't be lost! "
"No, no, Billy," said I faintly,
it's not that. I was afraid " ?just
"then
the office door clicked open
again, and a messenger boy briskly
entered. " Telegram for you, sir,"
said he " sign here, please ! " I took
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CHRISTMAS.
By John B. Tabb.
The world His cradle is,
The stars His worshipers,
His peace on earth " the mother's
" kiss
On lips new-pressed to hers:
For she alone to Him
In perfect light appears?
The one horizon never dim

With penitential

tears.

THE CONVERTS? CHRISTMAS.
The first Christmas kept by converts to the Catholic Church has
envelope,
Billy
while
always been among the most memnounced him. But they showed me the yellow
sprawled
signature
boy's
a
on the
orable of their new experiences ; as
a receipt written in Billy's sprawlsuch they have spoken of it to
ing hand. My last hope gone, I book.
was
telegram
One look at the
friends again and again. Vet the
went down slowly to the office, a
saddened and a broken man. Old enough ; I was transported. It said: record has hardly managed to get
probably because ChristDr. Burdy met me and asked me
" Yes. Agatha Jocelyn." into print,
too busy a season to afford
if I didn't think I needed a
mas
is
"
tonic! Biffins, the insurance man,
Oh, crumpled, yellow telegraph much time for letter-writing, or for
crossed my path, and for the first blank, spattered with ink, marked notes in diaries. Such glimpses as
time in five years didn't beg me by oily fingers, you were far more we can get of Manning, Newman,
to take out a policy in the Crumdelightful in mine eyes than the and Faber on their first Christmas
"
bling Insecurity C0.," " safest golden pages of poesy or the yellow days as Catholics are interesting if
only from their marvellous variety.
on earth." I reached the office wealth of kings ! Dear Agatha !
brightly
I,
Billy,"
beaming
said
Newman, who was received into
at last and stared at one spot on the
"
ceiling for a solid hour. Then a upon that surprised young man,
brisk step sounded in the corridor, " congratulate me, my boy; I'm gothe door snapped open, and Hilly ing to be your cousin ! "
Now there are two who love the
rushed in. Billy never comes and
goes, he always bursts in and rushes little lamp in the study, which burns
a
out.
Hello, old fogy ! " said he, steadily above them, night after Soothe the throatAand stop
and
"
safe
hacking cough.
as sick as if you'd swallowed nigh*. From where I write, within simple
remedy, sold only in boxes.
"a look
frog. Brace up, man ; your bank th« circle of its rays, I can see that
hasn't failed, has it ? " I turned a very ring, glittering merrily on her
CHRISTMAS MORNING.
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dull eye on him, and he resumed finger.
PATRONIZE
Magic ring ! you did your errand
I'm awfully sorry that I didn't get
"around
OUR ADVERTISERS.
sooner to tell you, but the old well.? Catholic World.

'
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sheep's clothing. The furniture of
the house was very scanty. A benefactor had given them some pewter
spoons with the temperance pledge
stamped on them; and as they
were too poor and too ascetic to
drink anything stronger than tea,
the pledge was not likely to be
broken."
Manning, a convert six years later,
had a unique experience. He was
able to say his three Masses, and to
say them in Rome, on the first
Christmas Day after his conversion.
Cardinal Wiseman conferred on
him the tonsure a week after his
reception, and he was ordained
had been for three
lish Christmas is not the time for priest before he
Catholic.
Father Faber,
months
a
fasting. But Faber, a layman, like
init
is
to
remember,
interesting
the rest, was writing at that time
bestructed
him
in
the
ceremonies
I
do
supported
" How we are to be
Mass, which he
not know. Mutual love is next fore he said his first
did
at
Farm
street,
having for his
is
door to victuals and drink, and it
French
Jesuit
priest
assistant
the
I
be
some comfort to me that shall
Jesuits,
French
always
did
love
(he
them,
and
simply on a level with
live like a poor man." A sketch of then and thereafter) Father Ravigof
that first Christmas season of theirs nan. By the Christmas that year
near
was
settled
the
Collegio
he
comes as a rather welcome antidote
nephew,
with
his
Romano
in
Rome
to the display of fattened beeves in
as
Father
afterwards
well
known
every street. It is supplied by a
J.?a
name
that
has
S.
Anderson,
visitor, Mr. Hutchinson, afterwards
fame that was
some
of
the
escaped
to be one of Faber's fellow-Fathers
Be that as it may, there
of the Oratory. " Preparations for its due.
to
be
a very general memory
ought
dinner," he says, " were going on.
of the conspicuous
recognition
and
Faber was actmg as cook, and, attainments, services, and personfire,
though terribly scorched by the
a man who, in all these, was
was perseveringly stirring a kettle ality of
Nobody, it is true,
full of pea-soup. I remember well remarkable.
consistently
more
avoided any such
the impression John Strickson
had his own reHe
recognition.
(afterwards Brother Chad) made on
One
we like to
them,
of
wards.
me. He wore a cassock of some
first
Catholic
was
that
Christthink,
very shaggy material, and he looked
Manning.
in
Rome
with
mas of his
so gaunt and hungry that I thought
New Zealand Tablet.
of
a
in
wolf
him the beau-ideal
he Church in October, 1845, remained in his " monastery " at
Littlemore for his Christmas under
the new conditions. For Mass he
went to Oxford, by a road through
the fields which least exposed him
and his fellow neophytes to the eye
of a public that was not only curious, but actually censorious.
Faber,received into the Church in
the same year, 1845, spent his first
Catholic Christmas in a little house
No. 77 Carolina street, Birmingham.
A little hovel," he called it, into
"which
he gathered "my dear
monks," the young men who had
followed him to Rome. The Eng-
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In some parts of England the
peasantry assert that oxen kneel
in prayer in their stalls at midnight
on the anniversary of the Nativity ;
while in other localities bees are
said to sing in their hives at the
same hour and subterranean bells
to ring a merry peal. According
to legends of ancient Britain, cocks
crow lustily at night on Dec. 24, to
frighten away witches and evil
spirits. Shakespeare's lines refer to
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this belief :?
Some say thatever 'gainst that season comes

Wherein our Saviour's birth is cele-

brated,

The bird of dawning singeth all
night long;
And then they say, no spirit dares
stir abroad;
The nights are wholesome; then no
planets strike,
No fairy takes, no witch hath power
to charm,
So hallowed and so gracious is the
time.
On Christmas eve in Venezuela
there is very little sleep. This night
in called La Noche Buena?the
good night. Thers is plenty of
festivity; it is a family feast.
Friends go to see friends ; those in
the city go to see those in the country, and those in the country go to
see those in the city. When calls
can not be made cards are sent, both
on Christmas and on New Year's
Day. A pretty feature is the representation in the homes on Christmas
Day of the Crib at Behlehem. On
Christmas eve all the children hang
up their stockings, which are filled
with presents by the parents, a
custom which was introduced from
Germany. They also have Christmas trees and decorate them with
fruit, bonbons and lighted candles.
In Norway the peasants have a
pretty custom of fastening a sheaf
of wheat to a long pole on the
housetops, for the wildbirds to feast
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on in the early morning ; and in HolIn many parts of Ireland midland the youDg men of the town night Mass is celebrated. Whoever
bear a large silver star through the
has been present at one of these
snowy streets, collecting alms from
never forget the wonthe bystanders for the helpless or Masses will
derful faith and simple devotion of
aged sick.
Immense mulPines or firs being unobtainable the Celtic people.
mid-night
in the tropical islands of the Paci- titudes attend these
on an
sight
fic, tbe inhabitants sometimes cut Masses. It is a pretty
see
the
morning to
down a fruit tree, such as the orange early Christmas
crowds of people wending their
or guava, or sometimes actually
way over the hills or through the
manufacture a tree from wood
lanes to the Christmas Mass. After
covering the bare stiff branches with
Mass the congregation gather
clinging vines and evergreens.
around the crib, and on bended
knees make their heart's offering
The Church of the Nativity at

Bethlehem.
In the Holy Land at the Christ
mas season the place of greatest
interest is naturally the Church of
the Nativity at Bethlehem, erected
on the spot where Christ was born.

It is said to be the oldest Christian
church in existence, having been
built more than fifteen centuries ago
by St. Helena, mother of Constantine the Great. Repairs were made
later by Edward IV. of England.
The roof was originally composed
of cedar of Lebanon, and the walls
were studded with precious jewels,
while many lamps of silver and
gold were suspended from the rafters. Immediately beneath the
nave of the church is a commodious
marble chamber, constructed over
the spot where the manger is said
to have stood, and reached by a
flight of stone steps, worn smooth
by the tread and kisses of multitudes
of pilgrims. The manger is represented by a marble slab a couple of
feet in height, marked at the head
with a chiseled star, bearing above
it the inscription in Latin, Here
"
was Jesus Christ born of the Virgin
Mary." At the foot are several
altars, where Mass is celebrated
daily, while a score of hanging
lamps shed a fitful light over the
apartment.
Christmas Observance in Ireland.
Christmas in Ireland, as in every
Christian country, is a time of gladness and rejoicing. The Irish heart,
too, always warm and kind, overflows during the holy season with
good-nature and hospitality. In
every city, and town, and village
enthusiastic preparations are made
for the coming of the great festival.
Indeed, the atmosphere of Christmas prevails for days and days hefore its arrival; nor is the happy
excitement of the people soon lost

when Christmas has gone.
The young people gather holly,
string the leaves together, and with
the mistletoe decorate their homes.
The good Irish mothers, helped by
their dark-eyed colleens, prepare the
ingredients that make up the big
plum pudding which will be
carried to the dinner table Christmas Day. In the homes of the wellto-do, the Christmas dinner is a
family reunion. The boys are
home from college, and the girls from
the convent; and father and mother,
brothers and sisters, aunts and
uncles, nephews and nieces join
hinds in a happy family gathering.

and adoration. Every church in
Ireland, no matter how poor or
secluded, has a crib. Sometimes
these cribs are not very artistic,
but nevertheless they are always
surrounded by believing hearts.
In Dublin many of the churches
erect very costly and artistic cribs.
The beautiful Churches of the Passionists and Oblate Fathers have in
past years brought visitors from far
and near to see the wonderfully
life-like and beautiful representations of the stable and the new-born
Saviour.
But while the song of the angels
in that far-away long ago is being
re-echoed in the hearts of the Irish
people at home, millions of her exiled children are thinking of Ireland
on distant shores. Nothing so easily
awakens in the hearts of these Irish
exiles such tender memories of home
and kindred as the thought of
Ireland. It recalls a
picture of that dear old Homeland
and Motherland, with its green
mountains rising so proudly above
the storm-tossed billows.
In
thought the exile sees once more old
scenes, and old friends. He hears
the bells of Ireland's great cathedrals, abbeys, and churches pealing
throughout the length and breath of
the Isle of Saints. From the ancient City of Armagh he hears the
bell of the national cathedral of St.
Patrick. Amid the historic hills of
Donegal he listens to the chimes of
fc-t. Eunan's, Letterkenny. Over the
ramparts and walls of Derry comes
a sweet message from the bells of
Bt. Eugene's Cathedral. Across the
green fields of Monaghan are heard
the peal of bells from the magnificent cathedral of St McCartan.
Down the bay of Dublin the
breezes bear the deep rich tones
of the chimes of old St. Patrick's,
accompanied by the music of a hundred bells from the Irish metropolis.
The bells of St. Mel's, Longford,
and St. Mary's, Kilkenny, proclaim the Christmas tidings through
the midland plains. Along the
beautiful river Lee the world-famous Shandon bells are softly playing
the Christmas hymn. Near by, the
bells of St. Finbar's, Cork, are telling joyful news to the southern
rebel city. And from above the
heights of Queenstown Harbor the
bells of St. Colman's magnificent
new cathedral are sending far out
on the western sea a greeting to
Ireland's exiled sons and daughters.
New Zealand Tablet.
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The House Founded On A Rock
Shall stand. Build your fortunes on therock foundation of Life Insurance. It has shielded
thousands from want, educated thousands of young men and women, and started them
in business.
Write to-day for information of Policies, with Rates and Benefits at
your age. Address Dept. 04-

The Prudential Insurance Company of America
Incnrporiali-d ;t» a Stock (innpany l:y the Stale of Sew Jer-ey

JOHN F. DRYDEN, President
HOME OFFICE: Newark, N. J.
buildings pictured above are owned and occupied l>y The Prudential Insurani c Company ol America, .is its Home
\ The
Office at Newark, N. J.
The extensive business of The Prudential requires in tJiese home office buildings alone, the
es "f over two thousand employees.
I
I

____

'

Don't Fail to view our immense offer ng of

Phristmas Hoods
The most comprehensive collection of Games,
Toys, Books, etc., it has ever been our privilege to lay before you, at prices so low that
seeing means purchasing.

Santa Ciaus' Store on the sth Floor
. QQn
jHI

Pistol and Target Games, rubber vacuum arrow tip, pistol
and large target, positively harmless
Handsome Doll Carriages, four strong iron wheels, long handie, basket weave sides, very durable

.

.

.

"7En

' fuu
Boys'" Pacer Sleds, round steel runners, low, rakish body, __1a
red and blue, a swift, sure coaster
?Jul
Girls' High Frame Sleds, " Daisy" Sleds, handsomely deco,
rated in red and blue

POPULAR GAMES
6th Floor

*i ft

Ift
lUU

__

Bang.
*-"°
Famous Men.
Snap.

_

5C for Game of Bear Hunters.
Mary.
ISC for, Game of Mistress
.__.._,___
~,

39c for Game of Komical Konvernations.

Qr ft

/jlj

HANDKERCHIEFS
Street Floor

-

Ladies' Fine Lace
trimmed Handkerchiefs, suitable for <f/_ 1
Christmas Gifts,
l/'p
Ladies' Pure Linen
Handkerchiefs, hemstitched, tine Mquality,
Linen Initial Handkerchiefs 8c

IL 2U

DOUBLE LEGAL STAMPS

STORE OPEN EVENINGS

Tuesday and Thursday Afternoons.

From Dec. 10 to Christmas.

